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ABSTRACT
Regression analysis is a statistical method widely used in many fields such as economics,
technology, social sciences and finance. A linear regression model is constructed to
describe the relationship between the dependent variable and one or several independent
variables. Multicollinearity is defined as the existence of nearly linear dependency among
the independent variables. The presence of serious multicollinearity would reduce the
accuracy of the parameters estimate in a linear regression model. The Ordinary Least
Squares(OLS) estimator is an unbiased estimator that is used to estimate the unknown
parameters in the model. The variance of the OLS estimator would be very large in the
presence of multicollinearity, therefore detection multicollinearity is first step for giving
solution for this problem.
Many methods suggested for detecting multicollinearity, we investigated all of these
methods, and we added the extra sum of squares method as a new method can be used for
detecting multicollinearity. In our study case we used three independent variables to
predict the dependent variable, the IV's were tar ,nicotine and weight, the dependent
variable was carbon monoxide.
In regression analysis, we can use hypothesis test to check the significance of the fitted
model. Analysis of variance gives the information on regression sum of squares (SSR),
residual sum of squares (SSE), total sum of squares (SST) and the F value for the
hypothesis test. Regression sum of squares account for the variation in y that is explained
by the variation of xi. In regression analysis, the regression sum of squares will always
increase while the residual sum of squares will decrease when a new independent variable
is added to the model because the total sum of squares remain unchanged.
If multicollinearity among the regressors x1, x2, x3 does not exist, then
SSR(xi | xj) = SSR(xi) and SSR(xi| xj, xk) = SSR(xi)
vi

This result attain the independency condition which considered one of conditions to make
regression model, we conclude that multicollinearity affect at the independency of the IV's
of the regression model.
In our model we prove this result numerically, then we try to solve the problem by ridge
regression.
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خالصة
تحهٛم االَحذاس طشٚمح إحصائٛح تستخذو ػهٗ َطاق ٔاسغ ف ٙانؼذٚذ يٍ انًداالخ يثم االلتصاد ٔانتكُٕنٕخٛأ ،انؼهٕو
االختًاػٛح ٔانًانٛحٚ .تى إَشاء ًَٕرج االَحذاس انخط ٙنٕصف انؼاللح ت ٍٛيتغٛش تاتغ ٔت ٍٛيتغٛش أٔ ػذج يتغٛشاخ
يسثمهّ.
ٔٚؼشف االصدٔاج انخط ٙػهٗ اَّ ٔخٕد ػاللح خطٛح ت ٍٛانًتغٛشاخ انًستمهح .إٌ انشؼٕس انًسثك تدذٚح ٔخطٕسج
االصدٔاج انخط ٙاَّ سٕف ٚخفض يٍ دلح تمذٚش انًؼهًاخ فًَٕ ٙرج االَحذاس انخط.ٙ
تؼتثش طشٚمح انًشتؼاخ انصغشٖ( )OLSطشٚمح تمذٚش غٛش يتحٛضج تستخذو نتمذٚش يؼانى انًُٕرج انًدٕٓنح .تثاٍٚ
انًمذس( )OLSسٕف ٚكٌٕ كثٛشا ػُذ اإلحساط تٕخٕد يشكهح االصدٔاج انخط ، ٙنٓزا فاٌ اكتشاف االصدٔاج انخطٙ
ٚؼتةس انخطٕج األٔنٗ ف ٙإٚداد حهٕل نٓزِ انًشكهح.
انؼذٚذ يٍ األسانٛة تى التشاحٓا نهكشف ػٍ ْزِ انًشكهحَٔ ،حٍ َالشُا خًٛغ ْزِ األسانٛة ف ٙتحثُأ ،نمذ لًُا تاضافح
طشٚمح يدًٕع يشتؼاخ االَحذاس كطشٚمح خذٚذج ًٚكٍ استؼًانٓا ف ٙاكتشاف االصدٔاج انخط.ٙ
نمذ استخذيُا ف ٙدساستُا ثالثح يتغٛشاخ َاتؼح نهمٛاو تؼًهٛح انتُثؤ نًتغٛش تاتغ ٔاحذٔ ،انًتغٛشاخ انتاتؼح ْ ٙانمطشاٌ
ٔانُٛكٕتٔ ٍٛانٕصَهكم سٛداسج نخًسح ٔػششٌٔ َٕػا يٍ انسدائشٔ ،يتغٛش تاتغ كاٌ كًٛح أٔل أكسٛذ انكشتٌٕ.
ف ٙتحهٛم االَحذاسًٚ ،كُُا استخذاو اختثاس انفشضٛاخ نهتحمك يٍ يؼُٕٚح انًُٕرج انُاتح .تحهٛم انتثاٚ ٍٚؼطُٛا
انًؼهٕياخ انالصيحػٍ يدًٕع يشتؼاخ االَحذاس(ٔ ،)SSRيدًٕع يشتؼاخ انخطأ ( ٔ )SSEيدًٕع انًشتؼاخ
اإلخًانٔ )SST( ٙلًٛح Fالختثاس انفشضٛح ،يدًٕع يشتؼاخ االَحذاس ٚمٕو تحساب انتغٛش ف ٙانًتغٛش انتاتغ (  )yػُذ
تغٛش لًٛح انًتغٛش أ انًتغٛشاخ انًستمهح (.)xi
ف ٙتحهٛم االَحذاس ،يدًٕع يشتؼاخ االَحذاس دائًا ً ف ٙاصدٚاد ف ٙح ٍٛسُٛخفض يدًٕع يشتؼاخ انخطأ ػُذ إضافح
يتغٛش يستمم خذٚذ إنٗ انًُٕرج ألٌ يدًٕع يشتؼاخ اإلخًانٚ ٙظم ثاتتا دٌٔ تغٛٛش.
إرا كاٌ االصدٔاج انخط ٙضًٍ انًمذساخ  x 1, x 2, x 3غٛش يٕخٕد ،فاٌ
)SSR(xi | xj) = SSR(xi) and SSR(xi| xj, xk) = SSR(xi
ْزِ انُتٛدح تحمك ششط االستمالنٛح ٔانز٘ ٚؼتثش أحذ انششٔط انٓايح نتصًٛى ًَٕرج االَحذاسَ ،ستطٛغ اٌ َمٕل تاٌ
يشكهح االصدٔاج انخط ٙتؤثش ف ٙانًتغٛشاخ انًستمهح فًَٕ ٙرج االَحذاس ٔانت ٙتذٔسْا تؤثش ف ٙانًتغٛش انتاتغ.
ف ٙانًُٕرج انًستخذو ف ٙدساستُا لًُا تاثثاخ ْزِ انُتٛدح تطشٚمح سلًٛح ٔيٍ ثى لًُا تحم يشكهح االصدٔاج انخطٙ
انًٕخٕد ف ٙانًُٕرج تطشٚمح اَحذاس سدج
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ABBREVIATIONS
FTC

American Federal Trade Commission (FTC)

OLS

Ordinary Least Squares

IID

Independent Identification Distribution

MLR

Multiple Linear Regression

ANOVA

Analysis Of Variance

LS

Least Squares

BLUE

Best Linear variance Unbiased Estimator

IV

Independent Variables

VIF

Variance Inflation Factor

CN

Condition Number

TOL

Tolerance

Pdf

Probability Density Function

SST

Total Sum of Squares

SSR

Regression Sum of Squares

SSE

Error Sum of Squares
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview
In this chapter, we first motivate the thesis by attempting to explain why we believe the
issue of the detecting multicollinearity is relevant and important, then we present the study
objectives in order to clearly define the research problem which will be how to detect
multicollinearity. Finally we outline the plan of this thesis in order to review its
organization.
1.2 Motivation
The problem of multicollinearity began in the beginning of last century, actually when the
first economic crisis happened in 1928, we noted that the most interested in this problem
was the econometrician, because this problem was made misinterpretation in predicted the
changes in the economical variables which they study to exit from that crisis.
Some of them thought that this problem is a numerical problem, others thought that it is
a statistical problem, recently researcher thought to merge the two ways as this problem is
a statistical and numerical problem.
Data with multicollinearity frequently arise and cause problems in many applications of
linear regression such as in econometrics, oceanography, geophysics and other fields that
rely on nonexperimental data. Multicollinearity is a natural flaw in the data set due to the
uncontrollable operations of the data generating mechanism.
In estimating the parameters in the regression model, it is often stated that
multicollinearity can cause the signs of the parameter estimator to be wrong. The presence
of multicollinearity will also mislead with the significance test telling us that some
important variables are not needed in the model, multicollinearity causes a reduction of
statistical power in the ability of statistical tests.
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Furthermore, the unique solution for the parameter estimator is very unstable.
The parameter estimators would change drastically when small changes occur
in the dependent or independent variables. This also relates to the high variances in the
parameter estimators. The variances of the parameter estimators for the independent
variables involved in multicollinearity would be very large. A consequence of having large
variances is that the width of the confidence intervals for the parameters will also be
inflated. Therefore, the impact of multicollinearity is serious if the primary interest of a
study is in estimating the parameters and identifying the important variables in the process.
The study importance
The importance of this study is based on identifying, detecting and applying the
multicollinearity problem and correction this problem.
Research problem
The research problem usually treats special issue to find a specific solution. In this study,
the problem which we study is multicollinearity, some scientists considered the problem as
mathematical problem, others consider it as a statistical problem.
The idea of this study is focusing on multiple linear regression which the problem of
multicollinearity exists it. Therefore, the research problem is:
By using real data, how can we apply a new statistical method for detecting and solving the
multicollinearity problem in the multiple linear regression model?
Problem identification
In order to estimate any unknown parameter, in the linear regression model, the method
of least squares is used. The least squares estimation procedure uses the criterion that the
solution must give the smallest possible sum of squared deviations of the observed
dependent variable from the estimates of their true means provided by the solution. The
least squares principle chooses an estimator that minimizes the sum of squares of the
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residuals.
The extra sum of squares is method of detecting multicollinearity problem, there are many
methods for detecting multicollinearity, a comparison among them has been done.
The sum squares method for detecting multicollinearity is depend on partition the
regression sum of squares to know which independent variable causes the problem.
Then, we can determine which variables can we deal with them to solve this problem by
different ways of solving this problem, as omitting one or more variable or using Bayesian
statistics as ridge regression.
In our research we will solve the problem by using ridge regression by Hoerl and Kennard
modification which considered a Bayesian statistic method.
1.3 Objectives of the study
In this study we will try to:
1- Have a good idea about the linear model specially multiple linear regression.
2- Study the multicollinearity problem causes, detecting, diagnosing, and solving
methods of the problem.
3- Have a good idea about the extra sum of squares method in detecting
multicollinearity.
4- Have a good idea about classical and Bayesian method to solve the problem.
5- Conduct a useful method for solving the multicollinearity problem.
Scope of the study
In this study, the problem of multicollinearity in the linear regression model is
studied. A linear regression model has a linear function of the parameters, the problem of
multicollinearity is handled by using extra sum of squares method, and was solved by
using ridge regression.
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1.4 Structure
The study tried to analyze real data by building a statistical model for carbon monoxide
against tar, nicotine and weight of the cigarette for 25 kind of different brands of cigarettes.
We want to investigate the relation between the independent variable which affect on the
dependent variable, this problem called multicollinearity, we will discuss the detecting
problem and solving it.
Data source
The data is from the American Federal Trade Commission (FTC). This institute makes
annually surveys about smoking.
Response and explanatory variables
The response variable was the carbon monoxide. The three explanatory variables were
tar, nicotine and weight.
Contents of the study
The study consists of 7 chapters, chapter 1 is introduction, chapter 2 Literature Review
Chapter 3 multiple linear regression, chapter 4 multicollinearity, chapter 5 extra sum of
squares, chapter 6 case study with real data, chapter 7 conclusion and recommendation.
1.5 Literature Review
The multicollinearity is an old new subject, the first discussion about it began in the first of
the last century, econometrician was the first people who make attention to this subject,
after the international economical crisis in 1928, some of them discussed it as a problem,
other take it as a study case specially in preparing the budgets because the relation between
the variables are very complicated.
Multicollinearity is one of the important problems in multiple regression analysis. It is
usually regarded as a problem arising out of the violation of the assumption that
explanatory variation is linearly independent. However, just satisfaction of this
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assumption does not preclude the possibility of an approximate linear dependence among
the explanatory variables and hence the problem of multicollinearity is exist. In other
words, generally we do not speak in terms of the presence or the absence of
multicollinearity but, in terms of its degree.
Balsely(1970) said that no precise definition of collinearity has been firmly established in
the literature. Literally, two variates are collinear if the data vectors representing them lie
on the same line (i.e., subspace of dimension one).
More generally, k variates are collinear if the vectors that represent them lie in a subspace
of dimension less than k, that is, if one of the vectors is a linear combination of others. In
practice, such "exact collinearity" rarely occurs, and it's certainly not necessary in order
that a collinearity problem is existing. A broader notation of collinearity is therefore
needed to deal with the problem as it affects statistical estimation. More loosely, then, two
variates are collinear if they lie almost on the same line, that is, if the angle between them
is small. In the event that one of the variates is not constant, this is equivalent to say that
they have a high correlation between them.
We can readily generalize this notation to more than two variates by saying that
collinearity exists if there are a high multiple correlations when one of the variates is
regressed on the others.
In multiple linear regression two or more of the independent variables used in the model,
the word multicollinearity has been used to represent a near exact relationship between two
or more variables. Thomas P. Rayan (2009).
If a1x 1  a2 x 2  .....  au x u  c , where c is some constant and a1,a2,…,au are also
constants , some of which may be zero ,then the regressors X1,X2,…Xu in multiple linear
regression model with nonzero constants are multicollinear.
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The problem is that, as the Xs become more highly correlated, it becomes more and more
difficult to determine which X is actually producing the effect on Y.
In the applications of regression analysis, multicollinearity is a problem that always occur
when two or more predictor variables are correlated with each other. This problem can
cause the value of the least squares estimated regression coefficients to be conditional upon
the correlated predictor variables in the model. As defined by Bowerman and O‟Connell
(2006) multicollinearity is a problem in regression analysis when the independent variables
in a regression model is intercorrelated or are dependent on each other.
Multicollinearity is a high degree of correlation (linear dependency) among several
independent variables. It commonly occurs when a large number of independent variables
are incorporated in a regression model. It is because some of them may measure the same
concepts. Only existence of multicollinearity is not a violation of the ordinary least squares
(OLS) assumption. However, a perfect multicollinearity violates the assumption that X
matrix is full ranked, this makes OLS estimators are impossible because, when a model is
not full ranked, that is, the inverse of X cannot be defined, there can be an infinite number
of least squares solutions.
Greene (2000) states that multicollinearity may be observed in the following situation:
Small changes in the data produce wide swings in the parameter estimates, coefficients
may have very high standard errors and low significance levels even though they are
jointly significant and the R2 for the regression is quite high and coefficients may have the
wrong sign magnitude.
Neter (1989) said that in the process of fitting regression model, when one independent
variable is nearly combination of other independent variables, the combination will affect
parameter estimates. This problem is defined as multicollinearity. Basically,
multicollinearity is not a violation of the assumptions of regression but it may cause
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serious difficulties. Variances of parameter estimates may be unreasonably large,
parameter estimates may not be significant and a parameter estimate may have a sign
different from what is expected.
Many procedures have been employed to detect collinearity, the following discussion
include the most commonly used and indicate certain of their problems and weakness.
1. Hypothesized signs are incorrect, explanatory variables have low t-statistics, and
various regression results are sensitive to deletion of a row or a column of matrix X.
Any of the above conditions is frequently cited as evidence of collinearity, and, even
worse, collinearity is often cited as an explanation for these condition.
Unfortunately, none of these conditions is either necessary or sufficient for existence of
collinearity, and more refined techniques required both to detect the presence of
collinearity and to assess its potentially harmful effects.
2. Examine the correlation matrix R, of the explanatory variables or the inverse of
correlation matrix R-1 :
Examining the correlation matrix of the explanatory variables is a commonly employed
procedure since the matrix is a standard output of most regression packages. If we assume
the X data have been centered and scaled to have unit length, the correlation matrix R is
simply X'X . While a high correlation coefficient between two explanatory variables can
indeed point to a possible collinearity problem. It's clearly possible for three or more
variables to be collinear while no two of the variables taken alone are highly correlated.
The correlation matrix is wholly incapable of diagnosing such a situation. The correlation
matrix is also unable to expose the presence of several coexisting near dependencies
among the explanatory variables. High pair wise correlation between variables, for
example between X1 and X2 and between X3 and X4 could be due to a single near
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dependency involving all four variables, or to two separate near dependencies, one
between X3 and X4 .
The procedures which allow separate near dependencies to be uncovered as well as provide
information on the involvement of each variable in each such near dependency.
The deficiency here just mentioned in regard to the use of R as a diagnostic measure for
collinearity would seem also to limit the usefulness of R-1 and this is the case.
The rate of this measure, however, justifies its separate treatment. According to that we can
assume that X data to be centered and scaled for unit length, considering
R-1 = (X'X)-1. The diagonal elements of R-1, the rii , are often called the variance inflation
factors, (VIF) and their diagnostic value follows from the relation:

VIFi 

1
1  R i2

2

Where R i is the multiple correlation coefficient of Xi regressed on the remaining
explanatory variables.
It's clearly that a high VIF indicates an R i2 near unity, and hence points to collinearity.
This measure is therefore of some use as an overall indication of collinearity. It's
weakness, like those of R, lie in its inability to discriminate among several coexisting near
dependencies and in the lack of a meaningful boundary to distinguish between values of
VIF that can be considered high and those that can be considered low.
3 . The technique of Farrar and Glauber:
We will introduce the full technique, a diagnostic technique employing information from R
and R-1 that has had a great impact in the econometric literature and a growing impact in
the statistical literature.
Farrar and Glauber (1967) devised a measure of collinearity based on assumption that n x p
data matrix X is a sample of size n from a p- variate Gaussian (normal) distribution.
-8-

Under the further assumption that X has orthogonal columns, they contend that a
transformation of det(R) is approximately χ2 distributed, and hence provides a measure of
the deviation from orthogonality or presence of the collinearity. In addition, they make use
of the VIFi as indicators of the variates involved. They further propose the use of the
measure rij 

r ij
( r ii

r jj )

, that is, the partial correlation Xi and Xj , adjusted for all other

X- variates, to investigate the pattern of interdependence in greater detail.
The suggested technique of Farrar and Glauber falls in many criticisms:
First of all using R and VIF and their weakness have been discussed, det (R) however
cannot diagnose the presence of several coexisting near dependencies, for the existence of
any one near dependency will make det(R) very close to zero.
Second, Haitovsky (1969) criticized a measure based on a deviation from orthogonality of
the column of X, he proposed a measure of deviation from perfect singularity in X.
This change reflects the fact that Farrar&Glauber measure frequently indicates collinearity
but in a practical matter, there is no problem exists, while Haitovsky modification seems
more strength than Farrar&Glauber process.
Third, Kumar (1975) criticized Farrar&Glauber technique, in assuming the data matrix X
to be stochastic, has no relevance to the standard regression model in which X is assumed
fixed, and even X is stochastic, a truly rigorous derivation of the statistic working by
Farrar&Glauber would depend on assumption that the rows of X matrix are independently
distributed.
Fourth using the elements rij 

r ij
( r ii

r jj )

by Farrar&Glauber to display detail of

variate involvement lacks discrimination. These correlations all approach unity (±1) as
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collinearity becomes more troublesome, thus rij can be near unity even if variates Xi and Xj
are not involved in any collinear relation. Belsley (1980)
Fifth, O'Hagan and McCabe (1975) question the validity of Farrar&Glauber's statistical
interpretation of a measure of collinearity, concluding that their procedure misinterprets the
use of a t-statistic as providing a basic measure of the severity of collinearity.
Latter this criticism is correctly placed, for it's not proper, as some are won't, to interpret
the Farrar&Glauber procedure as a statistical test for collinearity. Farrar&Glauber never
make any such claim for their procedure. A statistical test must be based on a testable
hypothesis; that is, the probability for the outcome of a relevant test statistics, calculated
with actual sample data, is assessed in light of the distribution implied for it by the model
under a specific null hypotheses, like orthogonality on the nature of the data matrix X
against which test can be made.
The preceding highlights the fact that collinearity can cause computational problems, and
reduce the precision of statistical estimates, but in linear regression model, collinearity is
not itself a statistical subject to statistical test.
The solution of the diagnosing collinearity must be sought elsewhere, in methods that deal
with numerical properties of the data matrix that can cause calculation based on it to be
unstable or sensitive.
4 . Examine Bunch Maps:
Ranger Frisch (1934) began to use bunch-maps technique, this technique of graphically
investigating the possible relationships among a set of data series, it was the first attempt to
uncover the source of linear dependencies in economical data series. Bunch-Map analysis
has not become a major tool in regression analysis because, its extension to dependencies
among more than two variates is time consuming and quite subjective.
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5 . Examine the eigenvalues and eigenvectors (or principal component) of the correlation
matrix, R:
For many years the eigensystem (eigenvalues and eigenvectors) of the cross products
matrix XTX or its related correlation matrix R has been employed in dealing with
collinearity. Kloek and Mennes (1960), depicted several ways of using the principal
components of X or related matrices to reduce some ill effects of collinearity.
Kendal (1957) and Silvey (1969) have suggested using the eigenvalues of XTX as a key to
the presence of collinearity; collinearity is indicated by the presence of a small
eigenvalues. Unfortunately here we are not informed what small is? And there is a natural
tendency to compare small to the wrong standard, namely, zero.
In some cases, it is indicated, but without justification, that collinearity may exist if
eigenvalues is small in relation to the others. Here small is interpreted in relation to larger
eigenvalues rather than in relation to zero.
This fundamental distinction lies at the heart of the methods and requires additional theory
to provide its justification; this additional material comes from the extremely rich
numerical analysis showing the relevance of the condition number of a matrix (a measure
related to the ratio of the maximal to minimal eigenvalues) to problem close to collinearity.
1.6 The ill effects of collinearity
The ill effects that result from regression based on collinear data are two:
1.6.1 Computational problem
When we used the condition number we mean that it provides a measure of the potential
sensitivity of a solution of a linear equation to changes in the elements of the system.
Computationally, this means that solutions to a set of least-squares normal equations (or,
general, a solution to a system of linear equations) contain a number of digits whose
meaningfulness is limited by the conditioning of the data in a manner directly related to the
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condition number. Indeed, the condition number gives a multiplication factor by which
imprecision in the data can work its way through to imprecision in the solution to a linear
system of equations. Somewhat of the matrix A of a linear system AZ = C is of order of
magnitude 10r, then a small change in the data in its last place can (but need not) affect the
solution Z = A-1C in the (d-r)th place, thus for example if any data are trusted to four digits,
and the condition number of (XTX) is 103, then a shift in the fifth place of data (which,
since only the first four digits count, results in what must be considered an observationally
equivalent data matrix), could affect the least-squares solution in its second (5-3)
significant digit. Only the first digit is therefore trustworthy, the others potentially being
worthless, arbitrarily alterable by modifications in X that don't affect the degree of
accuracy to which the data are known. Needless to say, had the condition number of XTX
been 104 or 105 in this case, one could trust none of C's significant digits. This
computational problem in the calculation of least-squares estimates may be minimized but
never removed.
1.6.2 Statistical problem
Statistically, as is well known, the problem introduced by the presence of collinearity in
data matrix is the decreased precision with which statistical estimates conditional upon
those data may be known; that is, collinearity causes the conditional variances to be high.
This problem reflects the fact that when data are illconditioned, some data series are nearly
linear combinations of others and hence add very little now, independent information from
which additional statistical information be understood.
Needless to say, inflated variances are quite harmful to the use of regression as a basis of
hypothesis testing, estimation, and forecasting.
All users of linear regression have had suspicion that an important test of significance has
been rendered inconclusive through needlessly high error variance induced by collinear
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data, or that a confidence interval or forecast interval is uselessly large, reflecting the lack
of properly conditioned data from which appropriately refined intervals could conceivably
have been estimated.
Both of the above ill effects of collinear data are most directly removed through the
introduction of new and well-conditioned data. In many applications, however, new data
are either unavailable, or available but unable to be acquired except at great cost in time
and effort. The usefulness of having diagnostic tools that signal the presence of collinearity
and even isolate the variates involved is therefore apparent, for with them the investigator
can at least determine whether the effort to correct for collinearity (collect new data or
apply Bayesian techniques) is potentially worthwhile, and perhaps he can learn a great deal
more. But just how much can be learned? To what extent can diagnostic tell the degree to
which collinearity has caused harm?
Belsley (1976) said that Farar and Glauber in 1967 dealed with multicollinearity as a
statistical problem, their widely read article provides a prescribed set of steps for keying
the presence of collinearity and for isolating the variates involved, the basis of their
procedure is a statistical test against the null hypothesis of an orthogonal data matrix, the
accepted of this hypothesis mean that the data is clean from multicollinearity.
Farar and Glauber justified their procedure as being one more in a long line of classical
statistical tests of hypothesis, such as tests of significance, the Durban-Watson statistic,
that test for the presence of a given problem through the use of a test statistic constructed
under the assumed absence of that problem (the null hypothesis).
Haitovsky (1969) criticized the use of a null hypothesis of orthogonality and proposed a
widely accepted change of emphasis to tests against a null hypothesis of perfect
singularity, more criticism was by Kumar (1975) he said that the obvious fact that the
Farar and Glauber technique , in assuming the data matrix X to be stochastic, has no
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significance to the standard regression model in which X is assumed fixed, and the less
obvious fact that even when X is stochastic, the test employed by Farar and Glauber
depend upon an assumption (independence the raw of X).
At last we can say that multicollinearity may cause computational problems and reduce the
precision of statistical estimate, but, in the context of the linear regression model,
multicollinearity is not itself a statistical case subject to statistical test. We can say that it's
mixed from numerical and statistical approach.
Silvey (1969) concludes that is easily discernable by the presence of small eigenvalues of
X'X matrix, this approach is very closely to one of the principal tools of numerical analysis
called the singular value decomposition of the data matrix X.
The singular-value decomposition (SVD)
If we have any matrix X which n x p, have n observation on p variates, can be decomposed
as

X = UDV'

(2.1)

here U is n x p, D is p x p, and V is p x p. Alternative formulations are also possible and
may prove more suitable to other applications as,
n

X

p

 nU n n D n pV pT

(2.2)

here r = rank X, in this latter formulation D is always of full rank, even X is not.
Where U'U = V'V = I

and D is diagonal with nonnegative elements µk, k = 1,…, p

called the singular value of X. The preceding holds whether or not X has been scaled or
centered. For the purposes of collinearity diagnostic that follow, however, it's always
desirable to scale X to have equal (unit) column length, if the data are relevant to a model
with a constant term, X should contain uncentered data along with column a column of
ones; indeed, the use of the centered data matrix X in this situation is to be avoided, since
centering can mask the role of the constant in any underlying near dependencies and
produce misleading diagnostic results.
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Throughout this analysis X may include lagged values of the response variable y; that is, X
is a matrix of predetermined variables.
The singular-value decomposition is closely related to the familiar concepts of eigenvalues
and eigenvectors, but it has useful differences. Noting that X'X = VD2V' , we see that V is
an orthogonal matrix that diagonalizes X'X and hence the diagonal elements of D2, the
squares of the singular values, must be the eigenvalues of the real symmetric matrix X'X .
Further, the orthogonal columns of V must be the eigenvectors of X'X (and, similarly
demonstrated, the columns of U are the p eigenvectors of XX' associated with its p nonzero
eigenvalues).
The SVD of the matrix X, therefore, provides information that encompasses that given by
the eigensystem of X'X. As a practical matter, however, there are reasons for preferring the
use of the singular-value decomposition. First, it applies directly to the data matrix X that is
the focus of our concern, and not to the cross-product matrix X'X .
Second, the notion of a condition number of X is properly defined in terms of the singular
values of X (spectral norm) and not the square roots of the eigenvalues of X'X.
Third, the concept of the singular-value decomposition has such great practical, as well as
analytical, use in matrix algebra that we take this opportunity to extend knowledge of it to a
wider audience than the numerical analysts. And fourth, whereas the eigensystem and the
SVD of a given matrix are mathematically equivalent, computationally they are not.
Algorithms exist that allow the SVD of X to be computed with much greater numerical
stability than is possible in computing the eigensystem of X'X, particularly in the case
focused upon here where X is ill conditioned . As a practical matter, then, the collinearity
diagnostic should always be carried out using out using the stable algorithm for the SVD of
X rather than an algorithm for determining the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of X'X
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1.7 Summary
In this chapter, we discussed the definitions of multicollinearity and when it may be
observed. Also we study some papers that deal with the problem multicollinearity as a
literature review.
In the next chapter, we will talk about multiple linear regression model that in which we
may face the problem of multicollinearity.
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Chapter 2
Multiple Regression Models
2.1 Introduction
Regression analysis is a branch of statistical methodology concerned with relating a
response y to one or a set of independent variables, or predictors, x1,x2,….,xk .
The goal is to build a good model , a prediction equation relating y to the independent
variables, that will enable us to predict y for given values of x1,x2,….,xk , and to do with a
small error of prediction. When using the model to predict y for a particular set of values of
x1,x2,….,xk , we will want a measure of the reliability of our prediction. That is, we will
want to know how large the error of prediction might be. Also we will look after the
parameters of the prediction equation. All these elements are parts of a regression analysis,
and the resulting prediction equation often called a regression model.
2.2 Ordinary Least Squares Estimation (OLS)
Many methods have been suggested for obtaining estimates of parameters in a
model. The method discussed here is called ordinary least squares, or OLS, in
which parameter estimates are chosen to minimize a quantity called the residual
sum of squares.
Parameters are unknown quantities that characterize a model. Estimates of
Parameters are computable functions of data and are therefore statistics.
The criterion function for obtaining estimators is based on the residuals, which
geometrically are the vertical distances between the fitted line and the actual y-values.
The OLS estimators are those values β0 and β1 that minimize the function (3.1)
n

RSS   [ y i  ( 0  1 )]2

(2.1)

i 1
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When evaluated at (

ˆ0 , ˆ1), we call the quantity RSS ( ˆ0 , ˆ1) the residual sum of

squares or just RSS. The least squares estimates can be derived in many ways, as

SD y
SXY
SY Y 2
ˆ1 
 rxy
 rxy (
)
SXX
SD x
SXX

ˆ0  y  ˆ1x

(2.2)

The several forms for ˆ are all equivalent.
1

2.2.1 Properties of least squares estimate
The fitted line must pass through the point ( x , y ), intuitively the center of the data.
This means that

y  ˆ 0  ˆ1 x , as long as the mean function includes an intercept,

 eˆi 0 , then mean functions without an intercept will usually have  eˆi 0 .
Since the estimates ˆ and ˆ depend on the random ei s, the estimates are also
1
0
random variables. If all the ei have zero mean and the mean function is correct,
then,

E ( ˆ0 )   0 and E ( ˆ1 )  1
The variance of the estimators, assuming Var (ei) = σ2, i = 1. . . n, and
Cov (ei, ej) = 0, i ≠ j,

Var ( ˆ1 ) 

2
SXX

2
andVar ( ˆ )   (
0

1
x2

) , the two estimates are correlated, with
n SXX

covariance
2
cov( ˆ 0 , ˆ1 )  

x
SXX

(2.3)

The correlation between the estimates can be computed as

 ( ˆ 0 , ˆ1 ) 

x
SXX / n  x 2



x
( n 1)SD X2 / n  x 2
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This correlation can be close to plus or minus one if SDx is small compared to |x| and can
be made to equal zero if the predictor is centered to have sample mean zero.
The Gauss–Markov theorem provides an optimality result for OLS estimates.
Among all estimates that are linear combinations of the ys and unbiased, the OLS
estimates have the smallest variance. If one believes the assumptions and is interested
in using linear unbiased estimates, the OLS estimates are the ones to use.
When the errors are normally distributed, the OLS estimates can be justified
using a completely different argument, since they are then also maximum likelihood
estimates. Weisberg (2005)
2.2.2 Estimating σ2
Since the variance σ2 is essentially the average squared size of the e 2 we should
i

expect that its estimator ̂ 2 is obtained by averaging the squared residuals. Under
the assumption that the errors are uncorrelated random variables with zero means
and common variance σ2, an unbiased estimate of σ2 is obtained by dividing

RSS =  eˆi2 by its degrees of freedom (df), where residual df = number of cases
minus the number of parameters in the mean function. For simple regression,
residual df = n − 2, so the estimate of σ2 is given by

ˆ

2



RSS
n 2

(2.4)

This quantity is called the residual mean square. In general, any sum of squares divided by
its df is called a mean square. The residual sum of squares can be computed by squaring
the residuals and adding them up.
Under the assumption that errors are independent, normal with constant variance,
which is written in symbols as e

2

i

NID (0,  ) , i =1,2,……,n
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ˆ 0 and ˆ1 are also normally distributed, since they are linear functions of the yis and
hence of the ei , with covariances given by (2.3). These results are used to get confidence
intervals and tests. Normality of estimates also holds without normality of errors if the
sample size is large enough. Weisberg (2005)
2.3.1 Multiple Linear Regression Model (MLR)
The simple regression analysis seeks a relationship of a response variable with only one
predictor. A methodology for modeling a response variable Y with the help of more than
one predictor is called multiple regressions. All the basic steps and concepts from simple
regression analysis is extended to multiple regressions.
If we have X1, X2, ….. Xk, denote k predictors to be investigated for their relationship with a
response variable Y to study its distribution. A multiple linear regression model is a
hypothetical relationship such as described below.





Y = 0 + 1X1 + 2X2 +…….+ kXk + 

In the equation 0, 1, 2 , …., k, are called regression coefficients of predictors. The
regression coefficient of a predictor quantifies the amount of linear trend in Y. It is the
amount of change in Y corresponding to one unit change in a predictor while all other
predictors are held fixed at some specified levels. If the scatter plot of Y with a predictor
suggests a non-linear trend, then the predictor suitably transformed may preserve the
linearity. The expression

0 + 1X1 + 2X2 +…….+ kXk
is hypothesized to be the mean of Y. As in the simple regression, captures the sampling
error as well as the variation in Y values from its mean. It is assumed normally distributed
with mean 0 and standard deviation .
The regression coefficients are estimated from a sample observed through designed
experiments on a random sample of n units. For each unit, a vector of (k+1) observations
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is recorded on Y, and X1, X2, ….., Xk resulting in a multivariate sample of size n.
Multivariate sample of size n
Unit

Response Y

Predictor X1

Predictor X2

Predictor Xk

1

Y1

X11

X12

X1k

1

Y2

X21

X22

X2k

1

Yn

Xn1

Xn2

Xnk

So, multiple linear regression can be thought of an extension of simple linear
regression, where there are k explanatory variables, or simple linear regression can
be thought of as a special case of multiple linear regression, where k=1. The term
„linear‟ is used because in multiple linear regression, we assume that y is directly related to
a linear combination of the explanatory variables. Kutner (1990)
Suppose it is desired to estimate β from the observed data, y .
The ordinary least squares estimator is the value of βwhich minimizes the criterion
function:
(y- β)T(y- β)
And the solution for this equation is:
b  (XX)-1 XT y

(2.6)

The j ‟th entry b is the coefficient of x in the fitted model
ŷ Xb=

. Therefore we can think of bj as an estimate of the change in the

expected value of the response variable "y" corresponding to a unit change in the
explanatory variable xj, if all other explanatory variables are held fixed, assuming the
model is correct.
For the solution b to exist, the matrix (X X)-1 must exist.
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It will, if and only if the columns of X are linearly independent, meaning that it is not
possible to express any one of the columns of X as a linear combination of the remaining
columns of X.
If it is possible to express one column of X as a linear combination of the other columns the
condition is called multicollinearity which will discuss in the next chapter, this would
happen, for example
If X2=X0+X1 or X5=2X3-3X4.
Rubinfield (2003) states that predictions based on the Least Squares method are the best
predictions possible in the sense that they will be unbiased (equal to the true values on the
average) and will have the smallest expected squared error compared to any unbiased
estimates if we have the following assumptions: Linearity: The expected value of the
dependent variable is a linear function of the independent variables, i.e.,
E(Y |x1, x2, . . . , xp) = β0 + β1x1 + β2x2 + . . . + βpxp .
1. Independence: The “noise” random variables εi are independent between all the
rows. Here εi is the “noise” random variable in observation i for i = (1, . . . , n).
2. Unbiasdness: The noise random variable εi has zero mean, i.e., E (εi) = 0 for i = (1,
2, . . . , n).
3. Homoskedasticity: The standard deviation of εi equals the same (unknown) value,
σ, for i = 1, 2, n. That means when the disturbance or error associated with
a multiple regression model has a non-constant variance; that is, the error values
associated with some observations are typically high, whereas the values associated
with other observations are typically low.
4. Normality: The “noise” random variables, εi, are normally distributed.
An important and interesting fact for our purposes is that even if we drop the assumption
of normality and allow the noise variables to follow arbitrary distributions, these estimates
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are very good for prediction. The predictions that based on these estimates are the best
linear predictions in that they minimize the expected squared error. In other words,
amongst all linear models, as defined by equation (2.5) above, the model using the least
squares estimates,

0, 1

2,……., p

will give the smallest value of squared error on the average.
2.3.2 Data and matrix notation
Suppose we have observed data for n cases or units, meaning we have a value of Y
and all of the terms for each of the n cases. We have symbols for the response and the
terms using matrices and vectors:
We define

 y1 
 
y2 
Y= 
 , X=
 
yn 

1 x 11

1 x 21


1 x n 1

x 1p 
 0 

 
x 2p 
 1 
 , β =  , e =

 
x np 
 p 

 e1 
 
 e2 
 
 
e p 

Y is an n × 1 vector and X is an n × (p + 1) matrix. We also define β to be a (p + 1) × 1
vector of regression coefficients and e to be the n × 1 vector of statistical errors.
The matrix X gives all of the observed values of the terms. The ith row of X will be defined
by the symbol xi , which is a (p + 1) × 1 vector for mean functions that include an intercept.
Even though xi is a row of X, we use the convention that all vectors are column vectors and
therefore need to write xi to represent a row. An equation for the mean function evaluated
at xi is

E (Y / X  x i )  x i  which equal to
 0  1x i 1  ...   p x 1p

(2.7)

In matrix notation, we will write the multiple linear regression model as
Y = Xβ + e

(2.8)
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That mean the ith row of (3.8) is

y i  x i   e

2.3.3 Variance-Covariance matrix of (e)
The assumptions concerning the eis are summarized in matrix form as
E(e) = 0

and

var(e) =

 2I n

where Var(e) means the covariance matrix of e, In is the n × n matrix with ones on the
diagonal and zeroes everywhere else, and 0 is a matrix or vector of zeroes of appropriate
size. If we add the assumption of normality, we can write

e

N (0,  2 I n )

2.3.4 Mean and covariance of least squares estimator
The least squares estimator b is unbiased for β:
E[b] = E[(X'X )1(Xβ+u)]
= β+ (X'X )1X' E[u] = β
The (p 1)(p 1) covariance matrix of b is
Cov(b) =E[(b- β) (b- β)']
The (i , j )‟th entry of Cov (b ) is the covariance between bi and bj, for i , j0 , . . . , p
Since b= β+(X'X )-1X'u, we have
Cov (b ) =E[(X'X) -1X'u u'X(X'X)-1]
= (X'X)-1X'E[u u']X(X'X)-1
But since the ui are independent identification distribution (iid) with mean equal to zero
and variance equal to σ2u
We get at E[u u'] =Cov (u) = σ2uI and therefore
Cov(b) = σ2u(XX')-1
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2.3.5 Estimating the error variance
An estimator of the error variance σ2u would be useful for the construction of confidence
regions for β , and other purposes. Define the estimator
n

 ( y  yˆ ) 2 =

y'(I-H)y where "H" is called the"hat" matrix

i

i 1

where H = X(X'X)-1X'.
The reason for using the devisor n-p-1 is to ensure that s2 is unbiased for σ2u .
2.3.6 Analysis of variance for the multiple linear regression
Let the vector of the fitted values ŷi is denoted by Ŷ and the vector of the residual terms ei
= Yi - Ŷi be denoted by e:

Ŷ=

and e =

1 x 11 x 12

1 x 21 x 22
and X = 

1 x n 1 x n 2

x 1k 

x 2k 


x nk 

The fitted values are represented by:
Ŷ = Xb
And the residual terms by
e=Y – Ŷ = Y – Xb
so we can compute the sum of squares for the analysis of variance is:
1- SSTO = Y'Y – (1/n) Y'JY

where J = 11'

2- SSR = b'X'Y –(1/n) Y'JY
3- SSE = e'e=(Y-Xb)'(Y-Xb) = Y'Y – b'X'Y
Where 1 is an n x 1 vector.
SSTO have n-1 degree of freedom , SSE has n – p degree of freedom since p are
the parameters need to be estimated in the regression function, finally , SSR has p – 1
degree of freedom.
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Then we can compute the mean squares MSR and MSE
MSR =

and MSE =

The expectation of MSE is σ²
Then we can establish the ANOVA table as bellow
Table(2.1) ANOVA general linear regression model:
Source of variation

SS

df

MS

Regression

SSR =b'X'Y-(1/n)Y'11'Y

p-1

MSR = SSR / p-1

Error

SSE = Y'Y – b'X'Y

n-p

MSE = SSE / n-p

Total

SSTO = Y'Y – (1/n) Y'11'Y

n-1

F test for regression relation:
To test whether there is regression relation between dependent variable Y and the set of
X variables X1,X2,………Xp-1 to choose the hypothesis :
H0 : β1 = β2 =…..= βp-1 = 0
Ha : not all βk , (k=1,….,p-1) equal 0
We use the test statistic:
F* = MSR / MSE
If F* ≤ F(1 – α; p-1 ,n-p), conclude H0
If F* > F(1 – α; p-1 ,n-p), conclude Ha
2.3.7 The sampling distribution of model parameters
The sampling distribution of

0, 1

2,……., p

has mean β0,β1,β2,…,βp

and a sampling variance that is proportional to σ2 . The square root of the estimated
(estimate σ2 by s2 ) variance of the individual regression coefficients are called the
standard errors of the regression coefficients.
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The OLS estimator is also the Best Linear Unbiased Estimator (BLUE) in the multiple
Linear regression, and we know that the random error terms ui , i =1,..,n are random
variables with a normal distribution. We can derive the sampling distribution of
2,……., p

0, 1

and s2.

The sampling distribution of 0,

1

2,……., p

multivariate normal with mean β0,β1,β2,…,βp

It can be shown that for all p = 1,….,P

k 

 p  p
std (  p )

Has a t-distribution with n-p degrees of freedom. We can use this to find a confidence
interval for βp .
Hypothesis testing in the MLR model
We consider two cases:
1. Hypotheses involving 1 coefficient
2. Hypotheses involving 2 or more coefficients
1. Hypotheses involving 1 coefficient
For regression coefficient βp the hypothesis is
Ho: βp = βp0
Ha:

βp ≠ βp0

Ha:

βp >or< βp0

with alternative hypothesis
two-sided hypothesis
one-sided hypothesis

If H0 is not true, then Tk is likely either large negative or large positive. For two-sided
alternative, Ha : bp ≠ bp0, we reject if Tk >or< c and for a one-sided alternative, Ha : bp >
bp0, if Tk > d .
2. Hypothesis involving 2 or more coefficient
H0 : β1=0,β2=0,…,βp= 0
Ha: One of these coefficients is not 0
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If H0 is true then the model with only one variable should fit as well as the model with
all independent variables.
n

Measure of fit is sum of squared OLS residuals

e
i 1

2
i



2.3.8 Coefficient of determination (R2)
The coefficient of determination, denoted by R² is defined as
R² =

= 1-

It measure the proportionate reduction of total variation in Y associated with the use of the
set of X variables X1,X2,………Xp-1.
R² assumes the value 0 when all bk =0 (k=1,….,p-1). R² takes on the value 1 when all
observations fall directly on the fitted response surface, easily this mean that Yi = Ŷi
for all i .
Adjusted (R2)
We know that adding more independent variables to the regression model can only
increase R² and never reduce it, because SSE can never become larger with more
independent variables and SSTO is always the same for a given set of responses. Since R²
often can be made large by including a large number of independent variables, it is
sometimes suggested that a modified measure be used which recognizes the number of
independent variables in the model.
This adjusted coefficient of multiple determination, denoted by R²a,
This can be defined as
 n 1 

np 

R²a = 1- 

This adjusted coefficient of multiple determination may actually become smaller when
another independent variable is introduced to the model, because the decrease in SSE
may be more than offset by the loss of a degree of freedom in the denominator n – p .
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2.3.9 Partition sum of squares
The ANOVA table takes the sum of squares for total regression and total residuals,
this doesn‟t allow to know the effective of adding one independent variable or omit it
so, we should find the sum of squares to every dependent variable by make partition
the regression sum of square for these variables , this way is very useful for knowing
the effective for every variable alone, this way help us to know the variables which
can make multicollinearity in the model by test to see if the independent variables
significantly contribute to explaining the variation in the dependent variable Y, and
which variable makes this problem.
We can do this as:


Type I are the sequential sum of squares.

Given three independent variables X1, X2, and X3
SS X1= Sum of square of X1
SS (X2|X1) = SS when X2 is added to the model that already includes X1
SS (X3|X1, X2) = SS when X3 is added to the model that already includes X1 and X2.
The sum of all the Type I SS = the Model SS.


The Type III SS are they represent the sum of squares that would be calculated

if the listed independent variable was added to the model with all the other independent
variables.
SS (X1|X2, X3) improvement in SS if X1 is added to the model already including X2 and X3.
SS (X2|X1, X3) improvement in SS if X2 is added to the model already including X1 and X3.
SS (X3|X1, X2) improvement in SS if X3 is added to the model already including X1 and X2.
F-test for Type III Analysis:
FX1=MS(X1|X2, X3)/Residual MS
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Ho: The addition of X1 to the model involving X2 and X3 does not significantly improve
the model.
2.3.10 Selecting Predictors
General guidelines: The predictors for an MLR model are sometimes specified beforehand,
and are sometimes selected by some automated procedure from a pool of potential
predictors.
Various schemes for automated variable screening are available. For example, the forward
stepwise method enters additional predictors one by one depending on maximum reduction
of the residual variance (variance not accounted for by predictors already in the model).
The best subsets method tests all possible sets of 1, 2, 3, …,n predictors and selects the set
giving the best value of accuracy adjusted for loss of degrees of freedom as measured by
any of several possible statistics.
It is generally a good idea to restrict the pool of potential predictors to variables with some
plausible physical link to the predictand. It is also important that the predictor pool not be
made unnecessarily large – for example by including all sorts of transformations of the
original variables in the pool. This is important because R2 can be seriously biased when
the pool includes a large number of potential predictors, even if only a few of those
predictors are selected for the final model.
2.3.11 Model Selection Methods
In some cases, especially when there are a large number of explanatory variables,
we might use statistical criteria to include/exclude explanatory variables, especially if
we are interested in the „best‟ equation to predict the dependent variable. This is a
different fundamental approach to the substantive approach where variables are
included on the basis of the research question and these variables are often chosen
given the results previous research on the topic and are also influenced by „common
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sense‟ and data availability.
Three examples of selection methods are forward selection, backward elimination, and
stepwise.
The main disadvantage of these methods is that we might miss out important theoretical
variables or interactions. Three selection methods are briefly described below.
Forward selection:
The first variable considered for entry into the equation is the one with the largest positive
or negative correlation with the dependent variable.
If the first variable is entered, the independent variable not in the equation with the largest
partial correlation in absolute value is considered next.
The procedure stops when there are no variables that meet the entry criterion
Backward elimination:
Begin with a model that includes all the explanatory variables. Remove the one that
is least significant. Refit the model, having removed the least significant explanatory
variable, remove the least significant explanatory variable from the remaining set,
refit the model, and so on, until some „stopping‟ criterion is met: usually that all the
explanatory variables that are included in the model are significant.
Stepwise:
More or less the reverse of backward elimination, in that we start with no explanatory
variables in the model and then build the model up, step-by-step. We begin by
including the variable most highly correlated to the dependent variable in the model.
Then include the next most correlated variable, allowing for the first explanatory
variable in the model, and keep adding explanatory variables until no further
variables are significant. In this approach, it is possible to delete a variable that has
been included at an earlier step but is no longer significant, given the explanatory
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variables that were added later. If we ignore this possibility, and do not allow any
variables that have already been added to the model to be deleted, this model
building procedure is called forward selection.
2.3.12 Goodness of fit of the Multiple Linear Regression Model
An important part of multiple regression analysis is to establish how well the model
actually fits the data.
This includes the detection of possible violations of the required test assumptions.
A commonly used measure of goodness of fit of a linear model is R2or the coefficient of
determination.
If all observations fall on the regression line R2 = 1.
In case of absence of linear relationship R2 = 0.
The sample R2 tends to overestimate how well the model fits the population. The adjusted
R2corrects R2 to more closely reflect the goodness of fit of the model in the population.
2.3.13 Standardized multiple regression
In multiple regression we sometimes work with standardized variables to control for
round off errors and to permit comparisons between the regression coefficients.
The first step to building a standardized model is to perform a correlation transformation
on our variables as follows:

0 Y  1X 1  2 X 2  ....   p 1X p 1
X i 

1  X ik  X k 


n  1  S {X k } 

where k = 1 …. p - 1, and the standard deviations are defined as
s {Y } 

s {X k } 
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i

Y ) 2

n 1

 (X
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 X k )2

n 1
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We use these variables to generate a standardized multiple regression model:

Y i   1X i1  2X i2  ...   p 1X i, p 1   i ,
where i = 1 …. n. Notice that we do not have an intercept parameter {our transformation
always leads to an intercept of zero.
The parameters from the standardized model are related to the original parameters as
follows:

 s {Y } 
k  
  k
s
{
X
}

k 
0 Y  1X 1  2 X 2  ....   p 1X p 1
Where k = 1….. p – 1
An interesting result is that the X'X matrix of the transformed variables is the correlation
matrix of the X variables rxx. Similarly, the X'Y matrix is the correlation matrix of the X 's
with Y ryx.
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2.4 Summary

In this chapter we discussed the multiple linear regression(MLR),first we identify(MLR)
and know how the mathematical equations built, then we discussed the least square method
to estimate the parameters of the model of (MLR) and we proved that the (LS) is the best
method for estimating the parameters which(BLUE) the best linear unbiased estimator.
Then we discussed the conditions of the data which make regression model. And discussed
the Coefficient of multiple determinations and the coefficient of multiple correlation and
how we use it to interpret the model.
Then we discussed the partition of sum of squares in the ANOVA table, this will be needed
in chapter four which depend at detecting multicollinearity by sum of squares. Then we
discussed how to choose the best multivariate model for regression model, so we include
the model selection methods in the last of this chapter.
Then we have a good idea about normalization regression model and studentized the
coefficients of linear regression models. In next chapter we will discuss the
multicollinearity and how to detect it and the ways of diagnose this problem.
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Chapter 3
Multicollinearity
3.1 Introduction
Hawking (1983) states that the term multicollinearity refers to a situation in which there is
an exact (or nearly exact) linear relation among two or more of the input variables.
Exact relations usually arise by mistake or lack of understanding. For example, the user
feels that x1 and x2 are important and that their sum is also important so x3=x1+x2 is also
included. Clearly, there is no additional information in x3 and hence one of these variables
should be selected. Consider the following multiple regression model
y = Xβ + ε ,

(3.1)

where y is an n×1 vector of responses, X is an n×p matrix of the regressor variables, β is
a p × 1 vector of unknown constants, and ε is an n x1 vector of random errors, with
εi ~ IID N(0,σ2). It will be convenient to assume that the regressor variables are
standardized. Consequently, X' X is a p × p matrix of correlations between the regressors
and X'y is a p × 1 vector of correlation between the regressors and the response.
If the jth column of X matrix be denoted by Xj , so that X=[X1,X2,….,Xp]. Thus Xj contains
the (n) levels of the regressor variable. Formally multicollinearity can be defined as the
linear dependence of the columns of X. The vectors are linearly dependent if there is a set
of constants t1,t2,…,tp not all zero such that
p

t X
j 1

j

j

0

(3.2)

If equation (4.2) holds exactly for a subset of the columns of X, then the rank of the X'X
matrix is less than p and (X'X)-1 does not exist. However suppose the equation (4.2) is
approximately true for some subset of the columns of X. Then there will be a near linear
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dependency in X'X and the problem of multicollinearity is said to exist. It is to be noted
that the multicollinearity is a form of ill-conditioning in the X'X matrix.
It's clear from the discussion that collinearity has to do with specific characteristics of the
data matrix X and not the statistical aspects of the linear regression model Y = Xβ + ε .
That is, collinearity is a data problem, not a statistical problem. This, together with the fact
that, in some applications of regression models, experimental data can be obtained that are
relatively free from collinearity, has allowed the topic of collinearity to receive very
uneven textbook treatment.
In many applications of linear regression, such as in econometrics, geophysics and other
fields that depend on nonexperimental data, collinear data frequently arise and cause
problems. Collinearity, then, is a nonstatistical problem that is nevertheless of great
importance to the efficacy of least square estimation.
Intuitively we can understand the potential harm that results from collinear data by
realizing that the collinear variables do not provide information that is very different from
that already inherent in the others.
It becomes difficult, therefore, to infer the separate influence of such explanatory variables
in the response variable. Belsley (1980)
If the goal is simply to predict Y from a set of X variables, then multicollinearity is not a
problem. The predictions will still be accurate, and the overall R2(or adjusted R2) quantifies
how well the model predicts the Y values. If the goal is to understand how the various X
variables impact Y, then multicollinearity is a big problem. One problem is that the
individual P-values can be misleading (a P-value can be high, even though the variable is
important). The second problem is that the confidence intervals on the regression
coefficients will be very wide. The confidence intervals may even include zero, which
means one can‟t even be confident whether an increase in the X value is associated with an
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increase, or a decrease, in Y. Because the confidence intervals are so wide, excluding a
subject (or adding a new one) can change the coefficients dramatically and may even
change their signs.
The causes of multicollinearity are many but, there are four primary causes of it
1. The data collection method employed
2. Constraints on the model or in the population.
3. Model specification.
4. An over defined model.

3.2 The consequences with multicollinearity
1- Perfect multicollinearity resulting from an exact linear relationship between
two columns of the X matrix causes X'X to be singular, and the least squares estimator
b = (X'X)-1X'y is not defined. Thus we cannot, under these circumstances obtain estimates
of β using the least squares rule.
2- It becomes very difficult to identify the separate effects of the variables involved
precisely. In fact, since the regression coefficients are interpreted as reflecting the effects
of changes in their corresponding variables, all other things held constant, our ability to
interpret the coefficients declines the more persistent and sever the collinearity. The lack of
precision is manifested by the existence of potentially large sampling variances for
estimators of the unknown parameters and high correlations between affected estimators.
3 - Given 2, estimates of unknown parameters may not appear significantly different from
zero, and consequently variables may be dropped from the analysis not because they have
no effect but simply because the sample is inadequate to isolate the effect precisely. This
result occurs despite possibly high R2 of F values indicating the “significant” explanatory
power of the model.
4 - Estimators may be very sensitive to the addition or deletion of a few observations or
the deletion of an apparently insignificant variable.
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5 - Despite the difficulties in isolating the effects of individual variables from such a
sample, accurate forecasts may still be possible even out of sample. This is only true,
however, if the pattern of interrelationships among the explanatory variables is the same in
the forecast period as in the sample period.
The statistical consequences of multicollinearity
If our standard linear regression model: Belsley, D.A., Kuh, E. & Welsch, R.E. (1980)
y = Xβ

+e

Where y, X, β, and u are as we have previously defined them. We will assume
that e ~ iidN (0,σ2I). We will also write X = (x1 ,x2 ,…xk) where xi is the ith column
of the X matrix.
Exact or perfect multicollinearity:
Exact or perfect multicollinearity is said to exist when the X matrix is not full
rank, that is, has rank less than k. This occurs when one or more exact relations
exist among the columns of X. That is, there are one or more relations of the form:
Xc = x1c1 + x2c2 + ….+xkck =0
Where c = ( c1,…..,ck )' is a vector of constants ci not all of which are zero.
Alternatively, assuming c1 is not zero:
X1 = x2(-c2/c1) +…..+ xk(-ck/c1)
So that the first variable can be written as an exact linear combination of the rest, and thus
the columns of X are linearly dependent. This could happen, for example, if too many
dummy variables were included with an intercept, or of there are real physical constraints
relating the explanatory variables (for example if some inputs in a production process are
always used in fixed proportion).
We now, from linear algebra, that if the columns of X are linearly dependent the rank of X
is less than k (X is said to not be “full” rank) and consequently the OLS estimators do not
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exist since the normal equations cannot be solved uniquely for b because X'X cannot be
inverted. This means that there is no unique estimator for the vector b that minimizes sum
of squared errors (or maximizes the likelihood function for that matter).
Near or non perfect multicollinearity and Auxiliary Regressions:
Let‟s now consider the case where the linear relationship between the columns of X is
not an exact one, only nearly, so that one or more relations of the form are exist:
Xc = x1c1 + x2c2 + ….+xkck  0
Where  means "almost equal to" suppose c1 ≠ 0 so that
X1 = x2(-c2/c1) +…..+ xk(-ck/c1)  0
Or

x1 = x2d2 +x3d3+…..xkdk +v1

Where di = -ci /c1 and v1 is just the difference between the right and left hand
sides of the equation. Relations where one regressor is written as a linear function
of the other regressors plus the difference are called “auxiliary regressions, since they do
have the form of a regression equation.
Looking at the above equation, it is intuitively clear that the better the fit (higher the R2)
of this auxiliary regression of the x1 on the other (k-1) regressors, the more nearly exact
the relationship and the more “severe” the multicollinearity. In fact, if it fits exactly, then it
would hold exactly and X would not be full rank.
3.3 Diagnostics for multicollinearity
Wissmann & Helge & Shalabh(2007), said that various diagnostic tools, like as condition
number, singular value decomposition method, Belsleys condition indices, variance
decomposition method, variance inflation factors, Belsleys perturbation analysis etc. have
been suggested in the literature for the detection of multicollinearity and identification of
variables causing the linear relationships. The condition indices are popular diagnostic
tools for multicollinearity to detect the „near‟ linear dependencies in data matrix. The
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condition indices are supplemented by the variance decomposition method. This has an
advantage that it can detect the variables causing the „near‟ linear dependency. On the
other hand, the variance decomposition method assumes that the disturbances in linear
regression model are homoscedastic.
The variance inflation factors are also used for diagnosing the multicollinearity. These
measures are based on the fact that a centered and scaled design matrix is the correlation
matrix of explanatory variables. The intercept term is then excluded while using this
diagnostic. The homoscedastic variance of the estimate of jth regression coefficient is then
a function of multiple correlation from the regression of jth column on all other columns of
design matrix. The term around the multiple correlation is termed as variance inflation
factor of the jth regression coefficient. This diagnostic assumes homoscedastic errors and
cannot find the variables involved in the „near‟ linear dependency.
Multicollinearity is a matter of degree. There is no irrefutable test that it is or is not a
problem but, there are several warning signals:
1- None of the t-ratios for the individual coefficients is statistically significant, yet the
overall F statistic is. If there are several variables in the model, though, and not all are
highly correlated with the other variables, this alone may not be enough. We could get a
mix of significant and insignificant results, disguising the fact that some coefficients are
insignificant because of multicollinearity.
2- Checking to see how stable coefficients are when different samples are used. For
example, we might randomly divide the sample in two. If coefficients differ dramatically,
multicollinearity may be a problem.(Belsley,Kuh and Welsch‟s 1980)
3- Or, trying a slightly different specification of a model using the same data. See if
seemingly “innocuous” changes (adding a variable, dropping a variable, using a
different operationalization of a variable) produce big shifts.
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4- In particular, as variables are added, look for changes in the signs of effects (e.g.
switches from positive to negative) that seem theoretically questionable. Such changes
may make sense if our believe suppressor effects are present, but otherwise they may
indicate multicollinearity.
5- Examine the bivariate correlations between the independent variables, and look for
“big” values, e.g. .80 and above. However, the problem with this is:


One IV may be a linear combination of several independent variables (IVs), and yet not

be highly correlated with any one of them.


Hard to decide on a cutoff point. The smaller the sample, the lower the cutoff point

should probably be.


Therefore, examining the tolerances or VIFs is probably superior to examining the

bivariate correlations. Indeed, we may want to actually regress each X on all of the other
X‟s, to help us pinpoint where the problem is. A commonly given rule of thumb is that VIFs
of 10 or higher (or equivalently, tolerances of .10 or less) may be reason for concern. This
is, however, just a rule of thumb.
6- Looking at the correlations of the estimated coefficients (not the variables). High

correlations between pairs of coefficients indicate possible collinearity problems.
3.4 Methods of detecting multicollinearity
1- Test of the determinant of the correlation matrices:
The matrix is on correlation from and, therefore its determinant varries from zero to one.
The determinant is one if the independent variables are orthogonal and zero if there is a
complete linear dependence between them. As the determinant approaches to zero
multicollinearity becomes more intense. This method, however, does not allow the
identification of the variables causing multicollinearity. Montgomry&peck(1981)
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2- Analysis of the correlation matrix:
This procedure involves the analysis of the non-diagonal elements (rij) of the correlation
matrix. If the variables studied, Xi and Xj are approximately linear dependent, and then rij
will be near unity, in absolute values.
A high correlation coefficient indicates multicollinearity. However, when the total number
of independent variables is greater than two, this condition becomes only sufficient, but not
necessary, and the absence of high correlation between two variables does not indicate
absence of multicollinearity. Kmenta (1970)
3- Analysis of eigenvalues and eigenvectors in the correlation matrix:
When there are one or more close linear dependencies among the variables, one or
more eigenvalues (λ1,λ2,…..λp) of the correlation matrix will be small the assessment of the
matrix condition number (CN), given its symmetry, defining CN as the relation between
the largest and smallest eigenvalues.
The authors point out that, if CN< 100, multicollinearity is not a serious problem.
If 100 < CN < 1000, multicollinearity is moderate to strong, and if CN > 1000 there is
severe multicollinearity. Montgomry&peck(1981)
The analysis of the eigenvalues can identify the approximate nature of the linear
dependency existing between the variables. Belsley (1980).
For these analysis , R = VΛV' , where Λ is a diagonal matrix with dimensions p x p,(p is
number of variables used to obtain the R correlation matrix), whose elements are the
eigenvalues λj( j = 1,2,…,p) of R, and V is an orthogonal matrix with p x p dimension
whose columns (v1,v2, …,vp) are the normalized eigenvectors of R .
An eigenvalue (λj) close to zero indicates linear dependence among the observations.
The elements of the eigenvector (vj) associated with this eigenvalue describe the nature of
this independency.
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4- Inflation factors of the variance:
Marrquardt (1970) gives the diagonal of the matrix R xx1 = (X'X)-1 of the variance inflation
factors (VIF) when the matrix X'X is taken in the correlation form.
These factors can be used to detect multicollinearity. Montgomry&peck(1981).
The variance of the jth minimum squares regression coefficient is given by vjjσ2, where vjj
can be interpreted as the factor that increases the variance of

when there is linear

dependency among the variables. If VIF has values greater than 10, it is possible that the
minimum squares regression coefficients associated with such values are highly affected
by multicollinearity.
Freund &Wilson (1998) note that wherever the VIFs are less than (1/1-R2) where R2 is the
coefficient of determination for the model Y at all X variables included, multicollinearity is
not strong enough to affect the coefficient estimators.
In this case the independent variables are more strongly related to the y variables than they
are to each other.
5- Splitting into singular values
Any matrix n X p , where n is observations and p is variables, can be broken down to
X = UDV' then X'X = (UDV')'(UDV') = VD2V', where U is a n x p dimension matrix,
whose columns are the eigenvectors associated with the eigenvalues of X'X .Belsley(1980)
Matrix V is of p x p dimension formed by the normalized eigenvectors of matrix X'X. The
equality U'U = V'V = Ip exists. Matrix D is diagonal of p x p dimension, with nonnegative diagonal elements μj (j = 1, 2, p) representing the singular X values. Thus, X =
UDV' is a form of splitting X into its singular values.
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The ill conditioning degree of matrix X affects the size of the singular values, which will
be larger as the singular value for each approximate linear dependency gets larger. This
relationship called the condition index (ηk) of the matrix, defining:
ηk =

 max
,
k

k =1,2,…,p

thus, ηk ≥ 1, for all k
the variance of the minimum squares estimator of β can be written as
V( k) = σ2 (X'X)-1 = σ2 VΛ-1V
Or for the kth component of ,
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The presence of one or more small singular values, or eigenvalues, will cause inflation in
the

j

variance. Belsley (1980)

The variance splitting process can also be done to measure the degree of multicollinearity
by
V kj2

∏jk =

 2j

(V IF ) k

j = 1,2,….,p

The elements ∏jk are ordered in a ∏p x p dimension matrix
In this matrix, the elements of each column of ∏ are the proportions of the variance of
each

k

, which is also each variance inflation factor (VIF)k associated with the ith singular
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value. High proportions of ∏jk associated with low μj values indicate that this singular
value is associated with multicollinearity which, in turn, is inflating the

variances.

6- The extra sum of squares:
We know that one of the major uses of extra sum of squares is for conducting tests
concerning regression coefficients without having to fit both the full and reduced models
separately. Neter,Wasserman&Kutner(1985)
Here we will try to use the decomposition of sum of squares to detect multicollinearity, it
is a new method for detecting this problem and many scientists wrote about this method.
This method depends on some Bayesian theorems and how to standardize the elements in
the explanatory variables matrix and the elements in the dependent matrix.
In many applications such as stepwise regression, additional sums of squares are needed to
measure the variation of y on some independent variables when a certain set of
independent variables are already in the model. Here, we use SSR(xi | xj, xk) to represent
the additional sum of squares which account for the variation in y when xi is added in the
model that already contains independent variables xj and xk. The SSR(xi | xj, xk) can be
calculated using the equation
SSR(xi | xj, xk) = SSR(xi , xj , xk) - SSR(xj , xk)

If the linear regression model in matrix form Y = Xβ + ε.
And standardization is done on Y and X so that the length of each vector is one. The
standardization refers to the centering and scaling process. Each element of the
standardized Y and X matrix is shown below:
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where y i is the standardized element of while yi while y is the mean of Y.

x ij 

x ij  x i
S xi x j



x ij  x i

 (x

ij

 x i )2

where x ij is the standardized element of xij while x i is the mean of xi .
The result of doing standardization is if multicollinearity among the regressors x1, x2, …,
xp does not exist, then the off-diagonal elements of the matrix X'X are zero. Thus, X'X = 1.
Standardization is done on Y and X so that the length of each vector is one.
Thus, X j X j =1.
This is the main idea in this method which we will discuss it in the next chapter.
3.5 Comparison between detection methods of multicollinearity
Here we want to know something about the difference between the methods of detection
multicollinearity; in section (3.4) we included the several methods of detecting
multicollinearity.
The first method is the determinant of the correlation matrix does not allow the
identification of the variables causing multicollinearity because it's depend on the
determinant which equal to 1 or 0 if it's 1 there is no multicollinearity, if it's 0 the
multicollinearity is exist.
The second method depends on the analysis of the non-diagonal elements (rij) of the
correlation matrix, a high correlation coefficient indicates multicollinearity. A high
correlation coefficient indicates multicollinearity. When the total number of independent
variables is greater than two, this condition becomes only sufficient, but not necessary, and
the absence of high correlation between two variables does not indicate absence of
multicollinearity. The third method was the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors in the
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correlation matrix, this method depend on condition number (CN) which appear the
relation between the largest and the smallest eigenvalues.
In this method there is no standard index can refer to it as a standard for multicollinearity.
The fourth method is inflation factors of the variance(VIF), this method have standard for
multicollinearity, which is the number (10), if VIF is bigger than 10 the multicollinearity
may be exist, if it's smaller than 10 then, there is no collinearity. The fifth method is the
splitting into singular values; this method needs very complicated mathematical methods to
find it.
The last method is the sum of squares for regression model, this method is very simple, and
it depends on the independency, if the sum of square for any IV in the ANOVA table is the
same after adding any other IV so there is no collinearity.
This method will be applied in the next chapter for detecting multicollinearity.
3.6 corrections of the Multicollinearity Problem
1. Additional Sample Information. Multicollinearity is a data problem. The
best solution to a situation where multicollinearity is having a detrimental impact on your
regression is to get more and better data. That is not always possible however so we need
to look at some other ways to mitigate the impacts of collinearity.
2. Exact Linear Constraints: Linear constraints of the form Rβ = r can help moderate the
multicollinearity problem, and assuming that the restrictions are true; provide an estimator
with a lower variance. By augmenting the sample data with nonsample information, the
sampling variance of the estimator is reduced and if the information is true, then the
resulting estimates is unbiased as well.
Many things suggested by economic theory may be useful in this regard.
For example, if we are estimating a cost or profit function or any other
function that is based on a second order polynomial, we can appeal to the
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restrictions implied by mathematics through Young‟s theorem. That is, if
we are estimating a second order polynomial, we know that the second
order partial derivatives must be invariant to the order of differentiation.
This is also known as “symmetry” or symmetry of cross-partial derivatives. This
must be imposed in our regression and constitutes the use of exact nonsample information.
3. Variable transformation. In some instances scaling or transforming
variables may help. If we are estimating a function where the right hand
side contains variables that are known to move together, prices for example, one
approach may be to combine them using an indexing procedure. We must,
however, be cognizant of the fact that doing this prevents you from being able to
accurately assess the single commodity impacts on the dependent variable, and, has
implications regarding separability in independent function analysis.
4. Ridge Regression Ridge regression which first introduced by Hoerl and Kennard(1970) is
one of the most popular methods that have been suggested for the multicollinearity
problem.
In case of multicollinearity, the ordinary least squares (OLS) unbiased estimators
could become very unstable due to their large variances, which leads to poor prediction.
Ridge regression allows biased estimators of the regression coefficients by modifying the
least squares method to attain a substantial reduction in variance with an accompanied
increase in stability of these coefficients.
The vector of the ridge regression estimators bR is obtained by adding a small positive
biasing constant (shrinkage parameter) c ≥ 0 into the least squares normal equations:

  cI )1 X Y

b R  (X X

(1)

In the above formula, X is the nxp matrix consisting of the n observed values of
the explanatory variables X1 , X2 ,..., Xp, Y is the nx1 vector of the sample data of
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the explained variable, and I is the pxp identity matrix. Due to the multicollinearity and
dissimilar orders of magnitudes of the original variables, the problem of inverting a nearsingular matrix appears in equation (1). The centering and scaling transformations are
applied to the variables to handle this problem. Therefore, X ′X becomes the correlation
matrix.
It is obvious that when c = 0 in equation (1), OLS estimators are recovered. As c increases
the ridge regression estimators are biased but more precise than OLS estimators, hence
they will be closer to the true parameters. It is shown that if small enough c value for
which the mean squared error is less than the mean squared error of the ordinary least
squares is chosen, the procedure of the ridge regression is successful and bR becomes
stable. The difficulty of this method is that the efficient value of c is not known and it
varies from one application to another.
There is a number of ways for the determination of the biasing constant c. The most
common way of choosing this parameter is based on the ridge trace and the variance
inflation factors (VIF). Ridge trace is the graphical representation of the estimated ridge
parameters for different values of c, usually between 0 and 1. VIF is a measure to examine
the degree of the multicollinearity in the model and computed as follows:
Efficient choice of biasing constant

VIFj 

1
1  R j2

(2)

where R j2 is the determination coefficient in the regression of explanatory variable Xj on
the remaining explanatory variables of the model. The variance of the jth regression
coefficient is proportional to VIFj ;
var(bRj )  ( )2VIFj

(3)
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where (σ')2 is the error term variance of the transformed model. As a rule of thumb, if any
VIF exceeds 10, corresponding variable is said to be highly collinear.
A common strategy in determination of c, is to examine the ridge trace and VIF
values simultaneously, and choose the smallest c for which the regression coefficients first
become stable with the lowest values of VIF. At this point, the corresponding values of the
determination coefficient of the model ( R2 ) can also be taken into consideration. Other
procedures also exist and give an approximate efficient value for c. One of these is called
the df-trace criterion and it is based on the effective regression degrees of freedom (df).
The criterion has the following form:

  cI )1 X ])
df  tr ([X (X X

(4)

The procedure involves plotting df against c and choosing c for which df becomes stable.
If we have a model and we want to develop it, let we have j = 1,2,3,…,n be the index of
independent variables and c be the biasing constant for a ridge regression analysis. Then,
we have two primary objectives; the first one is the minimization of variance inflation
factors and maximization of R2 values of the model. These goals are generally competitive
and hence there is a tradeoff between them. This competitive nature of the structure may be
modeled by means of goal programming, which is a kind of multiobjective programming.
The proposed goal programming can be formulated as follows.
The objective function of the model is the minimization of the weighted sum of the
appropriate deviations from the aspiration levels as a classical effort for goal programming
methodology. The individual VIF values for the explanatory variables can be determined
as separate goals within the recipe. If the priority coefficients of the VIFj goals are Pj and
that of the determination coefficient goal is Pj+1 with an extension of the j index, then the
objective function is written as
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n

Minimize  p j d j  p n 1d n1

(5)

j 1



Where d j and d n 1 are the positive and negative deviations from the aspiration
levels, respectively. Since the VIFj goals to be minimized whereas R2 goal to be
maximized, the positive and the negative deviations are minimized, respectively.
The goal constraints group for the VIFj objectives can be stated as, for the aspiration
levels ρj

VIFj  d j  d j   j

(6)

where VIFj is the jth diagonal element of the matrix (r + cI)-1r(r + cI)-1and r is
the correlation matrix of response variables in a matrix notational view.
The other goal constraint imposes that the coefficient of determination must be
equal to 1within allowed limited deviations,

R 2  d n1  d n1  1

(7)

where the well known coefficient of determination R

2

 ( yˆ

 (y
i

i

 y )2

i

i

 y )2

with the

observation index i.
There are some basic system constraints. The first one is that the biasing constant,
which is a decision variable, is generally bounded below by 0 and above by 1, that
is,
c ≥ 0 and c ≤ 1.

(8)

For the deviation variables,

d jd j  0 and d n1d n1  0

(9)

Finally, other decision variables completes the mathematical model,
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d j , d j , d n1 , d n1  0

(10)

The desired(aspiration) values may be chosen arbitrarily, but the literature states that it will
be sufficient to have desired VIFj values as 1. Neter(1983)
The priorities may be specified by decision maker via manipulating priority constants. If
all goals are nonpreemptive, which is the general case, all the constants should be the same
such as 1. The solution of the model yields efficient biasing constant c for all objectives.
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3.7 summary
In this chapter we discussed multicollinearity and what is it. When we talk about
problematic multicollinearity we are generally talking about approximate linear
relationships among explanatory variables or high correlations between Xs.
Then we find what multicollinearity do as:
In the case of perfect multicollinearity this means:
Mathematically: the matrix XTX cannot be inverted.
The inverse of a matrix is
 1
 )1  
(X X
 X 'X



 adj (X ' X )


If X does not have full column rank then XTX is singular (i.e., the determinant is zero).
Since the estimator for the coefficients is:
= (X'X)-1 X'Y
The coefficients are indeterminate because the inverse doesn‟t exist.
Since the estimator for the standard errors is:

ˆ (X ' X )1
The standard errors are infinite. In the case of high collinearity:
Mathematically: the determinant of XTX approaches to zero.
Variances ˆ (X

' X )1 will inflate. More intuitively:

When estimating the effect of X1 on Y , only variation unique to X1 is used. If X1 shares a
lot of variation with other Xs, there isn‟t much unique variation available for estimation.
Then we summarized the Consequences of multicollinearity as:


Estimates are still BLUE



Variances and covariance's are large (estimates are imprecise).
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And t-statistics become smaller



Coefficients tend toward statistically insignificant.



R2 can still be high



F-statistic can still be significant.



OLS estimators, standard errors become more sensitive to small changes (in
model, in data) – instability

Then we discussed the diagnosing of multicollinearity as it a matter of degree as:


High R2 but few statistically significant coefficients
High zero-order correlations (e.g., bivariate correlations) between Xj and Xk (where
j ≠ k), on the order of .8 or more?



Auxiliary regressions regress each X on the remaining Xs. Are the resulting R2
greater than the R2 from regressing Y on all of the Xs.



Variance inflation factor (VIF): the impact of collinearity on the precision of the
estimates of

the degree of inflation.

VIF (X j ) 

1
1  R j2



Where R j2 is from the regression of Xj on all the other explanatory variables.



Wide CI's for the regression coefficient representing predictor variables.



If the average of the VIFj =



VIF > 10, V IF > 30,



Tolerance: the reciprocal of VIF:

Mean VIF notably larger than 1 (e.g., 5, 10, . . . )

Tol (Xj) = (1 - R j2 )
When tolerance is 1 (e.g, R j2 is zero), Xj is not correlated with any other regressors;
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when tolerance is 0 (e.g., R j2 is 1), Xj is perfectly correlated with the other regressors.
Conventionally, when tolerance < .10 the variable is said to be highly (harmfully)
collinear...but ultimately, it‟s a matter of degree.
Then we discussed some traditional ways for solving the multicollinearity problem like
Ridge regression and variables transformation.
In the next chapter we will concentrate on one way of detecting multicollinearity, this way,
as we think it is a new way to detect multicollinearity, it depends on the sum of squares
and there are many papers discussed this subject.
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Chapter 4
Sum of squares method to detect multicollinearity in MLR
4.1 Introduction
Extra sums of squares measure the marginal reduction in the error sum of squares when
one or more independent variables are added to a regression model.
Extra sums of squares are also referred to as partial sums of squares.
We can also view the extra sums of squares as the marginal increase in regression sum of
squares when one or more independent variables are added to a regression model.
In general, we use extra sums of squares to determine whether specific variables are
making substantial contributions to our model.
There are two ways to make a conditional inference, the first way is the linear way by
normal statistics, the other way is by Bayesian statistics, and we need to have an idea about
the two ways and how they work with regression.
4.2 The inferences of regression models
There are two methods to make a conditional inference, the first method is the linear
method by classical statistics, the second method is by Bayesian statistics, and the
following is the description for the two methods.
The classical inference
Given two presumably dependent random variables, how we should we go about studying
their joint behavior? One approach would be to consider the conditional pdf of Y given x as
a function of x, that is, make a graph of ƒ y / x ( y ) versus x. while such graphs would the
relationship between X andY, their use and interpretation are difficult. A better solution is
to replace ƒ y / x with one of its numerical descriptors, say E (Y / x ) and graph E (Y / x ) versus x.
In general terminology, the search for a relationship between E (Y / x ) and x is known as
the regression problem. Larsen&Marx(1986)
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This method has the assumptions as the the following:
1- The marginal pdf's of both X and Y is normal.
2-

E (Y / x ) is a linear function of x .

3- Var (Y/x) is constant in x (this property name homoscedasticity).
So it is the same assumptions for MLR.
The Bayesian inference
The Bayesian approach depends on finding new distributions for the parameters called
posterior distribution for the parameters (b) to estimate it, which depends on another
distribution called prior distribution which have some information about the parameter
which we want to estimate, we always write the posterior distribution as a conditional
probability density function(pdf) as h(x/θ).
Researchers often see the use of Bayesian methods to deal with multicollinearity,
more unattractive, because they involve stronger assumptions than OLS.
The approach here is using Bayesian methods in order to make weaker assumptions than
those underlying OLS. Specifically, pursuing Bayesian approach as a means of
incorporating uncertainty about the model specification. The problem with the classic
regression model and ordinary least squares is the standard errors associated with
parameters estimates only reflect error due to sampling.
In Bayesian approach, the goal is to add additional information into the analysis by
specifying a prior distribution for the parameters. Bayesian methods are used to relax the
strict constraints on parameters and/or moments in the classical/frequents approach. This
allows incorporating uncertainty about model specification into the analysis. In particular,
the resulting standard errors for the parameters estimates reflect both sampling error and
model specification uncertainty.
Bayesian methods can be used to create standard errors and confidence intervals that
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incorporate the effects of model misspecification.
4.3 Extra sum of squares
Extra sums of squares provide a means of formally testing whether one set of predictors is
necessary given that another set is already in the model.
In regression analysis, we can use hypothesis test to check the significance of the fitted
model. Analysis of variance gives the information on regression sum of squares (SSR),
residual sum of squares (SSE), total sum of squares (SST) and the F value for the
hypothesis test. Regression sum of squares account for the variation in y that is explained
by the variation of xi. In regression analysis, the regression sum of squares will always
increase while the residual sum of squares will decrease when a new independent variable
is added to the model because the total sum of squares remain unchanged.
4.3.1 Decomposition of SSR into extra sum of squares
In many applications such as stepwise regression, additional sums of squares are needed to
measure the variation of y on some independent variables when a certain set of
independent variables are already in the model. Here, we use SSR(xi | xj, xk) to represent
the additional sum of squares which account for the variation in y when xi is added in the
model that already contains independent variables xj and xk.
The SSR(xi| xj, xk) can be calculated as
SSR (xi | xj, xk) = SSR (xi,xj,xk) – SSR (xj,xk)

(4.1)

Theorem:
If we have a linear regression model is constructed based on p independent variables
x1.x2,….,xp if multicollinearity among the regressors x1, x2, …, xp does not exist. However,
at least one of the equality statements below does not hold if the regressors x1, x2, …, xp are
correlated.
SSR (xi| xj) = SSR (xi), i, j ∈ {1, 2,…, p}, i ≠ j
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(4.2)

SSR (xi| xj, xk) = SSR (xi), i, j, k ∈ {1, 2,…, p}, i ≠ j ≠ k

(4.3)

SSR (xi | xj, xk, xm) = SSR (xi), i, j, k, m ∈ {1, 2,…, p}, i ≠ j ≠ k ≠ m

(4.4)

.
.
SSR (xi| xj, xk, xm,…) = SSR (xi), i, j, k, m,…∈ {1, 2,…, p}, i ≠ j ≠ …

(4.5)

p-1 independent
variables

Here the independent variables are (p – 1), equation (4.5) represents the additional sum of
squares accounted for the variation in y when xi is added in a model that already contains
p-1 independent variables.
Proof:
Now we want to prove at least one of those equations and then we can generalize the proof
at all the equations, the proof will be generalized in the next two equations
SSR (xi | xj) = SSR (xi), i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, i ≠ j

(4.6)

SSR (xi | xj, xk) = SSR (xi), i, j, k ∈ {1, 2, 3}, i ≠ j ≠ k

(4.7)

Here we will use the standardization for the regression model to get at a unity length for
the matrix of covariance.
The linear regression model can be written in matrix form Y = Xβ + ε, making
standardization for the model, we get at the two equations below

y y
y  i

S yy

i

yi  y

(y

i

(4.8)

 y )2



where y i is the standardized element of yi while y is the mean of Y. CHIN(2006)
and


ij

x 

x ij  x i
S xi x j



x ij  x

 (x

ij

(4.9)

 x i )2

Where x ij is the standardized element of xij and x i is the mean of xi .
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The matrix X'X is a square symmetric matrix where each element in the matrix is the
correlation coefficient (r) between the independent variables. In the case where the linear
model has p independent variables, the matrix X'X will be as

XX =

1

r12

r1p

r21

1

r2p

rp1

rp2

1

Where rij represents the correlation coefficient between xi and xj. If multicollinearity
among the regressors x1, x2, …, xp does not exist, then
SSR (xi| xj) = SSR (xi, xj) - SSR (xj)
=

YX(XX)-1 XY - YX j (Xj X j )-1 XjY

Here, X is the matrix containing independent variables xi , xj and Xj is the matrix
containing the independent variable xj .
=

YXI -1 XY - YX j (1)XjY

If multicollinearity among the regressors x1, x2, …, xp does not exist, then the off-diagonal
elements of the matrix X'X equal to zero, so X'X =1.
Standardization is done on Y and X so that the length of each vector is one, then

Xj X j is also one, so the equation will be as
= YXXY - YX X Y
j j
=

Y  Xi

X j  Xi

X j  Y - YX jXjY

Here we make a partition for the matrix X as X = (Xi

Xj) where Xi and Xj is the matrices

containing the independent variables xi and xj respectively.
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=

Y[Xi

 Xi 
X j ]   Y - YX j XjY
 Xj 

=

YXi Xi Y + YX j XjY - YX jXjY

=

YXi Xi Y

=

YXi (1)Xi Y

= YX (X X )-1 XY = SSR (Xi)
i
i
i
i
The Standardization was done on Y and X so the length of each vector is one, thus
Xi X = 1 and (Xi X)-1 = 1.

This show that equation (4.6) is true if multicollinearity among the regressors x1, x2, …, xp
does not exist. However, if the regressors x1, x2, …, xp are correlated, then not all of the offdiagonal elements of matrix X'X equal to zero so, X'X ≠ I
Now we want to prove the second equation (4.7) when we add another independent
variable to the model which we have
SSR (xi | xj, xk) (i, j, k = 1, 2, 3, i ≠ j ≠ k)
= SSR (xi , xj , xk) - SSR (xj , xk)
= YX(XX)-1 XY - YX (X X ) -1 X Y
0
0 0
0
X represents the matrix containing the independent variables xi , xj , xk while X0 represents
the matrix containing the independent variables xj , xk. CHIN(2006)
= YXI -1 XY - YX I -1 X Y
0
0
If multicollinearity among the regressors x1, x2, …, xp does not exist, then the off-diagonal
elements of the matrix X'X and X0 X0 are zero so, both of them are equal to I.
=

YXXY - YX0 X0 Y
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= Y[X
i

X0 ][Xi

X0 ]Y - YX0 X0 Y

X is partitioned as X = [ Xi X0 ] where Xi represents the matrix containing the
independent variable xi while X0 represents the matrix containing the independent variables
xj and xk..

 X 
X0 ]  i  Y - YX 0 X0 Y
 X0 

=

Y[Xi

=

YXi Xi Y + YX0 X0 Y - YX0 XY

=

YXi Xi Y

=

YXi (1)Xi Y

=

YXi (Xi Xi )-1 Xi Y = SSR (Xi)

The Standardization was done on Y and X so the length of each vector is one, thus

Xi X = 1 and (Xi X)-1 = 1.
The independency here is the judgment for this proof, it's depend on and work at
independent variables, this lead us maybe to a very important question which is there are
relation between nonnegative events and MLR or no? which mean if we can test this
hypothesis or this question before designing the MLR model and determine the relation
and which variables is associated in it.
4.4 Uses of extra sum of squares
One of the major uses of extra sum of squares is for conducting tests concerning
regression coefficients without fit both of the full and reduced models separately. For
example if we have MLR model with two independent variables and we want to test
whether or not β2 = 0, here actually we don't need to fit the reduced model since the
partial F test statistic can be calculated immediately from the relation below
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F 

SSR (X 2 / X 1 ) SSE (X 1 , X 2 )

1
n 3

We can use the extra sum of squares to measure the coefficient of partial
determination between y and any independent variable in the MLR model, for example
if we have a model with two independent variables, we have the following:
SSE(X2) measures the variation in Y when X2 is included in the model.
SSE(X1 ,X2) measures the variation in Y when X1 and X2 are included in the model.
The relative marginal reduction in the variation in Y associated with X1 when X2 is
already in the model is:

SSE (X 2 )  SSE (X 1 , X 2 )
SSE (X 2 )
This measure is the coefficient of partial determination between Y and X1 , given that
X2 is in the model. We can denote this measure by r 2
y 1.2

ry21.2 =

SSE (X 2 )  SSE (X 1 , X 2 )
SSE (X 1 , X 2 )
1
SSE (X 2 )
SSE (X 2 )

We can express the coefficient of partial determination by extra sum of squares by:
ry21.2 

SSR (X 1 / X 2 )
SSE (X 2 )
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4.5 Summary
In this chapter we discussed the extra sum of squares, first we discuss the two methods
of conducting a conditional inference, the classical one and the Bayesian one, the
difference between them since the extra sum of squares depends on it. Then we proved
how can we use the extra sum of squares for detecting the multicollinearity.
Our goal in this research is to know how sum of squares can be helpful in detecting
multicollinearity. In next chapter we will conduct an application using a real data on
how to detect multicollinearity by using sum of squares method.
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Chapter 5
Case study
5.1 The data
The data is from the American Federal Trade Commission (FTC) www.ftc.gov.
The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) annually ranks varieties domestic cigarettes
according to their tar, nicotine, and carbon monoxide contents. The U.S. surgeon general
considers each of these three substances hazardous to a smoker's health.
Past studies have shown that increases in the tar and nicotine contents of a cigarette are
accompanied by an increase in the carbon monoxide emitted from the cigarette smoke.
Table (6.1) lists tar, nicotine, and carbon monoxide contents (in milligrams) and weight (in
grams) for a sample of 25 (filter) brands tested in recent years.
We want to model carbon monoxide content, y, as a function of tar content, x1, nicotine,
x2, and weight, x3, using the linear model
E(y) = β0 + β1x1 + β2x2 + β3x3
This model would been comparison by another model which doesn't have multicollinearity
problem on it, we will show the deference between the two models.
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TABLE (5.1) FTC Cigarette Data
Carbon
BRAND

Monoxide
(y)

TAR

Nicotine

Weight

(x1)

(x2)

(x3)

Alpine

13.6

14.1

.86

0.9853

Benson &Hedges

16.6

16

1.06

1.0938

Bull Durham

23.5

29.8

2.03

1.1650

Camel Lights

10.2

8

0.67

0.9280

Carlton

5.4

4.1

Chesterfield

15

15

1.04

0.8885

Golden Lights

9

8.8

0.76

1.0267

Kent

12.3

12.4

0.95

0.9225

Kool

16.3

16.6

1.12

0.9372

L&M

15.4

14.9

1.02

0.8858

Lark Lights

13.0

13.7

1.01

0.9643

Marlboro

14.4

15.1

0.90

0.9316

Merit

10

7.8

0.57

0.9705

Multifilter

10.2

11.4

0.78

1.1240

Newport Lights

9.5

9

0.74

0.8517

Now

1.5

1

0.13

0.7851

Old Gold

18.5

17

1.26

0.9186

Pall Mall Lights

12.6

12.8

1.08

1.0395

Raleigh

17.5

15.8

0.96

0.9573

Salem Ultra

4.9

4.5

0.42

0.9106

Tareyton

15.9

14.5

1.01

1.0070

True

8.5

7.3

0.61

0.9806

Viceroy Rich Lights

10.6

8.6

0.69

0.9693

Virginia Slims

13.9

15.2

1.02

0.9496

Winston Lights

14.9

12

0.82

1.1184
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0.40

0.9462

View the data by scatter plot
Before beginning the analysis we should have a view on the data by graphs as below

Fig (5.1) scatter plot for the data

Carbon monoxide
y, milligrams

Weight x3 grams

Nicotine x2
Milligrams

Tar x1
milligrams

carbon
monoxide y,
milligrams

Weight x3
grams

Nicotine x2
milligrams

Tar x1
milligrams

The graph appears that all the data is centralized on the regression line so the data is very
suitable.
After we have a view on the data we should find the correlation matrix to know some
things about the relation between the variables, this can be shown in table (6.3) below
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Table (5.2) Correlations
carbon
monoxide Weight Nicotine x2 Tar x1
Y, milligramsx3 grams milligrams milligrams
carbon monoxide
y, milligrams

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
Weight x3 grams
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
Nicotine x2 milligrams Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
Tar x1 milligrams
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

1
.464*
.019
.926**
.000
.957**
.000

.464*
.019
1
.500*
.011
.491*
.013

.926**
.000
.500*
.011
1
.977**
.000

.957**
.000
.491*
.013
.977**
.000
1

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
a.

Listwise N=25

The table appears that all the correlation coefficients are significant at (0.05) significant
level.
5.2 Data analysis
We used SPSS program to analyze the data, first step we analyzed the all independents and
dependent variables with enter method.
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Fig (5.2)Normal P-P Plot of Regression Standardized Residual
Dependent Variable: carbon monoxide y,milligrams

Expected cum
prob

Observed Cum Prob

The normal plot of the residuals shows the points close to a diagonal line; thus,
the residuals have normal probability distribution .

Fig (5.3) Scatterplot
Dependent Variable: carbon monoxide y,milligrams

Regression Standardized

carbon monoxide y,milligrams
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The normal plot of the standardized residuals shows the points close to a diagonal line for
all the independent variables.

Model

Table (5.3) multicollinearity diagnosing
Standardize
Unstandardized
d
t
Sig.
Coefficients
Coefficients
B

Std.
Error

Collinearity
Statistics

Beta
Tolerance

(Constant)
3.200
3.461
.924
Weight x3
-.128
3.885
-.002 -.033
grams
Nicotine
x2
-2.632
3.901
-.197 -.675
milligrams
Tar x1
.963
.242
1.151 3.974
milligrams
a Dependent Variable: carbon monoxide y, milligrams

VIF

.366
.974

.750

1.334

.507

.046 21.900

.001

.046 21.631

The model will be as:
Carbon monoxide(y) = 3.2 - 0.128weight(x1) – 2.632nicotine(x2) +0.963tar(x3)
If we do the same analysis for other coefficients, from table (5.3) we find that:
1- For β2 the p-value > 0.05 which means that the slope for β2 equal to zero.
2- For β3 the p-value > 0.05 which means that the slope for β3 also equal to zero.
This means that there something's are not normal in our analysis, so we should test the
multicollinearity which sometimes making mistakes in interpretation the regression model.

Since the two predictors Nicotine and Tar have a variance inflation factor (VIF) greater
than ten, there are apparent multicollinearity problems in the model.
All signs indicate that a serious multicollinearity problem exists. To confirm our
suspicions, we need to find the relation between them by chart
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Fig(5.4)
relation between tar and nicotine


Nicotine x2















 
















Tar x1 milligrams

From the above diagram we can conclude that there is aproximately quadratic relation
between tar and nicotine,which indicates to multicollinearity problem.
5.3 Dealing with multicollinearity by sum of squares method
First we will rerun the analysis of the model step by step to get at extra sum of squares
SSR(X2/X1)and SSR(X1/X2,X3) by depending on SSE, first step we run the analysis with
one independent variable

Table (5.4) ANOVA y/x1
Sum of
Squares

df

Mean
Square

Regression

494.281

1

494.281

Residual

44.869

23

1.951

Total

539.150

24

Model
1

F

Sig.

253.370 .000(a)

a Predictors: (Constant), Tar x1 milligrams
b Dependent Variable: carbon monoxide y, milligrams

From table (6.10) we get SSE(x1) = 44.869
Then we run the analysis with two independent variables, the result shown in table (6.11)
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Table (5.5) ANOVA y/x1, x2
Sum of
Squares

df

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

Regression

495.255

2

247.628

124.110

.000(a)

Residual
Total

43.895
539.150

22
24

1.995

Model
1

a Predictors: (Constant), Nicotine x2 milligrams, Tar x1 milligrams
b Dependent Variable: carbon monoxide y, milligrams

From table (6.11) we get at SSE(x1,x2) = 43.895
From this result we can get at SSR(x2/x1) as
SSR(x2/x1) = SSE(x1) - SSE(x1,x2) = 44.869 – 43.895 = 0.974
Now we want to find SSR(x1/x2) which we can find it from the next table by equation
Table (5.6) ANOVA y/x2
Model
1
Regression
Residual
Total

Sum of
Squares
462.256
76.894
539.150

df
1
23
24

Mean
Square
462.256
3.343

F
138.266

Sig.
.000(a)

a Predictors: (Constant), Nicotine x2 milligrams
b Dependent Variable: carbon monoxide y, milligrams

SSR(x1/x2) = SSE(x2) – SSE(x1,x2)
= 76.894 – 43.895 = 32.999
We can conclude from the table (5.7) that there is a multicollinearity problem.
Table (5.7) sum of squares
SSR
SSR(x1) = 494.281

SSE
SSE(x1) = 44.869

SSR(x2) = 462.256

SSE(x2) = 76.894

SSR(x1 , x2) = 495.255

SSE(x1 , x2) = 43.895

SSR(x1 | x2) = 32.999 ≠ SSR(x1)
SSR(x2 | x1) = 0.974 ≠ SSR(x2)
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This means that there is sever multicollinearity which the extra sum of squares prove it
also, so when SSR(x1 | x2) equal to SSR(x1) ,this mean that there is no multicollinearity.
Now we need to find SSR(x3/x1,x2), we can get it from table(6.13)
Table (5.8) ANOVA y/x1, x2, x3
Sum of
Squares

Model
1

Mean
Square

df

Regression

495.258

3

165.086

Residual
Total

43.893
539.150

21
24

2.090

F
78.984

Sig.
.000(a)

a Predictors: (Constant), Tar x1 milligrams, Weight x3 grams, Nicotine x2 milligrams
b Dependent Variable: carbon monoxide y, milligrams

From table (6.12) we get at SSE(x1,x2,x3) = 43.893.
Then we can get SSR(x3/x1,x2) = SSE(x1,x2) – SSE(x1,x2,x3) =.002
Now we have the following:
1- There is multicollinearity in our model.
2- We tried to find which variables added the multicollinearity to the model by the
method of sum of squares.
3- We can't omit any independent variable from the model because logically there are
very strong relation between the three independent variables in the model.
So the question which appear here is how can we solve this problem?
We should deal with this problem and try to solve it, Ridge regression help us to have
solution about this problem.
5.4 Solving multicollinearity by ridge regression
In chapter (4) we discussed the ridge regression, it is considered as Bayesian statistics and
we will use the R program to deal with it.
The analysis was as following:
lambda here is the constant (c) which we talked about it in chapter (4)
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after the program making the simulation the result was
C

β0

β1

β2

0.070

3.106198

-0.1283334

-1.676919

β3
0.9017659

modified HKB estimator is 0.07112338
the program reached to this result after 70 iterations, and the model was:
Carbon monoxide(y) = 3.106198 - 0.1283334weight(x1) – 1.676919nicotine(x2)
+0.9017659tar(x3)
To make sure of this results, we plot these results as follows:
>plot(smoke)
Fig (5.5) coefficients plot

5

4

t(x$coef)

3

2

1

0

-1
0.00

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

x$lambda

We see from the above plot that the modified value was approximately 0.07.
And finally we have the best model for this data.
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0.10

So, by using ridge regression, we get the best model for the data without omitting any of
the explanatory variables.
The second data was from survey for incomes in the Palestinian society the dependent
variable y was the income the first independent variable (x1) was the saving income the
second was the expenditures(x2), the data by hundreds as we see in table (5.9)

Table (5.9) The Data
Income (y)
Saving (x1) Expenditures (x2)
23.3
5
17
24.5
6
14
27.2
8
14
27.1
9
17
24.1
7
13
23.4
5
17
24.3
6
14
24.1
7
13
27.2
9
17
27.3
8
14
27.4
8
14
27.3
9
17
24.3
6
14
23.4
5
17
24.1
7
13
27
9
17
23.5
5
17
24.3
6
14
27.3
8
14
23.7
7
13
After we run the analysis the following output was as
Table (5.10) ANOVA(b)
Model
1
Regression
Residual
Total

Sum of
Squares
15.390
3.610
19.000

df
2
17
19

Mean
Square
7.695
.212

F
36.240

Sig.
.000(a)

a Predictors: (Constant), Zscore(x2), Zscore(x1)
b Dependent Variable: Zscore(y

Now we will find the partition of sum of squares, the results was as table (5.11)
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Table (5.11) Sum of Squares
SSR
SSR(x1) =
15.181

SSE
SSE(x1) =

3.819

SSR(x2) =

SSE(x2) =

18.791

0.209

SSR(x1 , x2) = 15.39

SSE(x1 , x2) = 3.610

SSR(x1 | x2) = 15.181 = SSR(x1)
SSR(x2 | x1) = 0.209 = SSR(x2)
According to results above we can say that Sum of Squares method can help to detect
multicollinearity but, in the regression models which haven't any relationship between the
independent variables, in other words this method can be used in orthogonal regression
only, if there is any relationship between independent variables does not indicate to
multicollinearity this method will not be useful.
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5.5 Summary
In this chapter we investigated from our method by applying at a real data, first we
designed a MLR model and made sure that the multicollinearity is exist in it.
We perceived that multicollinearity has made wrong interpretation to our model.
We tried to detect multicollinearity by sum of squares method, and proved by this method
that there is multicollinearity problem in the model, then by ridge regression we solved the
problem .
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Recommendation
6.1 Conclusion
Multiple linear regression models are widely used applied statistical techniques. In
regression analysis, we study the relationship between the response variable and one or
more predictor variables and we utilize the relationship to predict the mean value of
response variable form the known level of predictor variable or variables. Simple scatter
plots were very useful in exploring the relationship between a response and a single
predictor variable. However, simple scatter plots are not effective in revealing the complex
relationships or detecting the trend and data problems in multiple regression models.
The use and interpretation of multiple regression models often depend on the estimates of
individual regression coefficient. The predictor variables in a regression model are
considered orthogonal when they are not linearly related. But, when the regressors are
nearly perfectly related, the regression coefficients tend to be unstable and the inferences
based on the regression model can be misleading and erroneous. This condition is known
as multicollinearity.
Severe multicollinearity in OLS regression model results in large variances and
covariance's for the least squares estimators of the regression coefficient. This implies that
different samples taken at the same X levels could lead widely different coefficients and
variances of the predicted values will be highly inflated. Least-squares estimates of βi
are usually too large in absolute values with wrong signs. Interpretation of the partial
regression coefficient is difficult when the regressor variables are highly correlated.
In multiple linear regression we can detect multicollinearity by examining variance
inflation factors (VIF), condition indices (CI) and others methods were discussed in study.
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Multicollinearity occurs when there is linear dependency among the independent variables.
A serious multicollinearity problem would cause the signs of the estimate of coefficients to
be wrong. The presence of multicollinearity will also cause inflated variances and mislead
an important test of significance telling us that some important variables are not needed in
the model. Therefore, detecting multicollinearity is very important in regression analysis.
Apart from the criteria such as condition number, condition index, variance inflation
factor, variance decomposition proportions and sum of squares which we discussed in this
study. We used a real data to try demonstrate how sum of squares can help us in detecting
multicollinearity, the idea here as we think is independency condition which is one of the
basic conditions in designing MLR models.
Our data was 25 brands of cigarettes, the dependent variable was carbon monoxide, the
explanatory variables were tar, nicotine and weight for the cigarette .
The scatter plots appeared that the data is suitable for designing MLR model.
Logically there is relation between these variables, when we designed the model and tried
to interpret it, we faced problems in interpreted the model because, the multicollinearity is
existed, to detect the problem we used sum of squares method.
Actually this method is very simple, it depends on marginal increase of the regression sum
of squares when one or several predictor variables are added in the regression
model/marginal reduction of the error sum of squares when one or several predictor
variables are added in the model. The extra sum of squares when adding variable X2 in the
simple regression model with X1 is
SSR(X2|X1) = SSE(X1) − SSE(X1,X2).
Then SSR(X2|X1) is the reduction in the error sum of square when adding X2 in
a regression model with X1.
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If there is independency between the explanatory variable, then the changes in the
regression sum of squares will be too small, that means
SSR(x1)= SSR(x2) =SSR(x3) = SSR because the change in SSE is very small as we
observed in adding the last explanatory variable the value of SSE was very small when it
entered the model it was about 0.002.
Since we thought there is multicollinearity problem, and we succeed to detect it and now
we want to solve this problem.
Ridge regression was the tool which we thought on it to solve the multicollinearity
problem, by using R program we educed a modified HKB estimator (Hoerl & Konard).
This method depends on making simulations to reach for the best value which we want to
add it to our model, the iteration no. 70 was the best one at value 0.070
6.2 Research Recommendations
Our method in detecting multicollinearity is very simple, it is depend on independency
Maybe the multicollinearity is a problem always attached with MLR models, we motivate
the researcher to look after new methods for detecting and solving this problem and don't
allow to desperation to kill their backbone.
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